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Riassunto italiano
Progetto archeologico Bova Marina 2004
La ricognizione
La ricognizione intrapresa nel 2004 ha riguardato la perlustrazione dei dintorni di Bova Superiore e della
parte più in alto della valle di San Pasquale, e un campionamento sistematico di superficie in diversi siti
individuati negli anni precedenti. L’area oggetto d’indagine è stata ampliata di soli 11 ettari, in parte
perché la ricognizione ha interessato perlopiù zone collinari con pendii talmente scoscesi da impedirne
l’accesso. All’interno dell’area recentemente indagata è stato individuato un nuovo sito, situato ad est di
Bova Superiore e caratterizzato dalla presenza in superficie di ceramica probabilmente di periodo
medievale.
Tuttavia, gran parte della ricognizione è stata dedicata al rilevamento topografico (or alla mappatura) e a
raccolte di superficie nell’ampio sito greco di San Salvatore, esplorato alla fine della campagna del 2003.
Il sito presentava un’estesa concentrazione di manufatti per un’area di almeno 1 ettaro, inclusi frammenti
eterogenei di ceramica e tegola apparentemente di epoca più antica rispetto al sito greco di Umbro, forse
dell’inizio del V sec. a.C., con una minima componente preistorica.
Altri due siti, apparentemente con tracce di occupazione in diversi periodi, sono stati investigati: un sito è
situato nei pressi del cimitero di Bova Marina (Epoca Preistorica e Periodo Romano); l’altro si trova sul
Monte Grappida (Epoca Preistorica e Periodo Medievale). Si è tentato di definire in maniera più precisa la
posizione delle componenti afferenti ai diversi periodi.
L’unico sito investigato quest’anno, aldilà di ogni previsione, è stato San Salvatore (sito 59), chiaramente
disturbato in passato in seguito ad attività di rimboschimento e che sarebbe stato ulteriormente
danneggiato nel caso gli alberi fossero stati rimossi.

Il sito greco di Umbro
Il sito greco di Umbro (sito 18, area 24) è situato su una piccola ripida collina irregolare adiacente alla
strada pavimentata, che risale all’epoca medievale o all’inizio di quella moderna e che sale dalla costa ad
Umbro fino a Bova Superiore. Durante la campagna del 2004 (10-22 Luglio), è stato portato avanti lo
scavo della Trincea 2 sul sito greco di Umbro, situato su un ripido pendio rivolto ad ovest, sul versante
occidentale della collina e a sud del palo della luce (or traliccio). La Trincea 4, situata a sud-ovest al
disotto della Trincea 2, non è stata riaperta. Un’altra trincea è stata aperta, Trincea 7, a nord della Trincea
5 ed ad est della Trincea 2, nell’area liberata dallo scavatore (or pala meccanica) La Trincea 6, situata in
prossimità della cima della collina, è stata ampliata verso nord e verso ovest.
Lo scavo della Trincea 2 è iniziato con la rimozione dei resti di un crollo di un muro (contesto 222, US
34) nella convinzione, considerata la stratigrafia originale, di raggiungere gli strati relativi al crollo del
tetto ed al pavimento sottostante. Tuttavia, sotto lo strato di crollo (contesto 222, US 34) sono rinvenuti
resti di due mura interne (contesto 229 e 230; US 49 e 50), appartenenti ad una fase secondaria di
occupazione. Al termine della campagna è stato raggiunto il livello di crollo del tetto, collocato al disopra
del piano associato alla prima fase di occupazione .
Nell’intento di rilevare l’andamento del muro scoperto nel 2003, la Trincea 6 è stata ampliata di quattro
quadrati sui lati nord ed est. Lo scavo di questi quadrati ha chiaramente mostrato che il muro poggiava
direttamente sul sostrato roccioso e che non v’era traccia della presenza di un angolo o di un muro
secondario in questo punto. Pertanto, se un’altra porzione del muro si è conservata, è molto probabile che
si trovi nell’area non indagata a sud e sud-ovest nel settore occidentale della trincea.
La Trincea 7 è stata divisa in quattro quadrati, di cui due solamente sono stati scavati. L’intento era quello
di verificare la presenza di resti, sul lato occidentale della struttura compresa nella Trincea 2,
sopravvissuti al passaggio dello scavatore, e di individuare la parte occidentale della struttura. La
sequenza stratigrafica messa in luce nella Trincea 7 era quasi identica a quella rilevata nella Trincea 5. E’
stato rinvenuto solo un esiguo numero di manufatti e non è stata individuata alcuna traccia di mura.
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Tuttavia, a differenza di quanto rinvenuto nella Trincea 5, era presente un certo numero di blocchi di
arenaria e calcare (contesto 702, US 58), di dimensioni medie e grandi, che potrebbero ricondursi ad un
muro o alle fondamenta di un muro, sebbene sia chiaro che questi blocchi non si trovano in situ.
Particolarmente interessante è stato il ritrovamento di un enorme masso di calcare (ca. 70 cm),
approssimativamente di forma quadrilatera, che sembrava esser stato deliberatamente conficcato negli
strati sterili di argilla. Se il masso sia parte di una fondazione non è chiaro, ma è difficile immaginare a
quale tipo di struttura potrebbe esser stato associato, poiché sembra troppo grande per appartenere
all’edificio della Trincea 2.

Vaghi
Vaghi è un sito romano di modeste dimensioni, situato a circa 200 m a sud-ovest del sito greco di Umbro.
Il sito, rilevato durante la campagna del 2002, mostra in superficie una concentrazione di frammenti di
ceramica e tegola di una certa antichità, fra cui elementi di Anfora Tardo Romana 2, Anfora Africana e
vasellame comune dipinto di rosso. Nel 2003 è stato aperto un saggio per verificare la possibilità di
intraprendere scavi più estesi in corrispondenza di depositi significativi di superficie.
Quattro trincee (1 x 1 m) sono state scavate, distribuite attorno all’area di maggiore concentrazione di
manufatti in superficie. La trincea 1 presentava uno strato poco profondo di argilla sterile, poggiante
direttamente sul sostrato roccioso. La trincea 2 mostrava una superficie disturbata superimposta ad argille
sterili. La trincea 3, quella situata più in basso, presentava un profondo accumulo colluviale superimposto
al sostrato roccioso. Lo scavo della trincea 4, quella situata più in alto, non è stato completato, tuttavia
non era presente alcuna traccia di manufatti. Secondo un informatore locale, parte del pendio in questa
località, in cui si trovano la Trincea 1 e la Trincea 2, è stato rimosso con uno scavatore alcune decine di
anni fa’. E’ probabile che il sito romano sia stato distrutto in questa occasione.

Analisi post-scavo: materiale di epoca preistorica
Durante i mesi di Maggio e Giugno 2004, prima della campagna di scavo, diversi membri della missione
hanno svolto ricerche sulle nostre collezioni conservate nel Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Reggio
Calabria. Durante i lavori della campagna del Luglio 2004, ceramica, manufatti in pietra levigata e
campioni di ocra sono stati analizzati. I campioni di faune e quelli risultati dal vaglio (flottazione) sono
stati resi ed integrati nelle collezioni. Sul campo sono stati raccolti campioni di argilla per analisi
comparative, alcuni dei quali sono stati impiegati in attività sperimentali di produzione ceramica.

Altre attività
La dr. sa Gianna Ayala ed il dr. Ed Reinhard hanno lavorato sulla preliminare valutazione geologica
dell’area. Il dr. Hamish Forbes ha condotto una preliminare valutazione per il potenziale allestimento di
un progetto di ricerca sui sistemi tradizionali di sfruttamento del territorio e pratiche agricole in epoca
storica. Il dr. Jon Prag (Università di Leicester) ha trascorso diversi giorni ad esaminare le iscrizioni
conservate nel Museo Nazionale.
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1. INTRODUCTION: PROJECT GOALS FOR 2004 (LIN FOXHALL)
beginning of the season, before excavations on
the Umbro Greek site commenced. Working
with
our
already-excavated
prehistoric
collections in the Museo Archeologico
Nazionale in Reggio Calabria, we sorted,
photographed and studied the ceramics,
obsidian, ochre samples and the ground stone
axes.

The 2004 field season of the Bova
Marina Archaeological Project opened on the
28th of June and closed on the 28th of July. As
listed above, the crew numbered 21, not
counting the two children.
This year we worked on two classical
sites: continuation of excavations on the Umbro
Greek site and test excavation on a possible
Roman site at Vaghi. The principal goals were:
1.

Logistically, the field season was
remarkably uneventful and work mostly
proceeded according to plans. Our crew was as
hard-working, good-humored and efficient as in
years past, and we encountered no significant
problems, accidents or delays. The weather was
generally cooler than usual.

to finish the Umbro Greek site: the main
goal was to understand the spatial
organisation of the house in Trench 2, and
the construction of the house. We also
intended to open further trenches close to
Trenches 2 and 6 to find out if other parts
of these structures are preserved beyond
those parts already known.

2.

to open several test pits on the possible
Roman site at Vaghi, near Umbro to search
for evidence of occupation and stratigraphy.

3.

to explore systematically the Greek site at
San Salvatore, Campi di Bova to determine
its extent and character.

4.

to study collections from the 1998-2003
prehistoric excavations, in preparation for
final study and publication.

After the presentation of our work as
part of a public conference on the Greek
language of the region, we organised two
successful site tours, attended by about 35 local
people in total (fig. 1). The interest and
enthusiasm for our research of the local
community was extremely rewarding.

These goals were accomplished quite
successfully. At the Umbro Greek site
excavation started on 10 July and finished on 22
July leaving us somewhat pressed for time. In
the house in Trench 2 a phase of secondary
occupation, which post-dated the major roof
collapse, was discovered. Excavations stopped
just above this primary phase of roof collapse.
Though efforts were made to locate additional
walls in Trench 6 near the summit of the rocky
outcrop, no further architecture was discovered.
Vaghi turned out to have only disturbed contexts
and test pits made it clear that the site merits no
further work. The San Salvatore site was
systematically mapped and surveyed at the

Fig. 1: Umbro Greek site, visitors from the local
community
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2. 2004 FIELD SURVEY (DAVID YOON)
total area we have surveyed systematically since
1997 to approximately 5.8 square kilometres.

2.1. Background and methods
Our previous field seasons of survey
from 1997 to 2003 have given us large zones of
survey coverage around the prehistoric and
Greek sites at Umbro and in the lower part of
the San Pasquale valley, as well as more limited
patches scattered around several other locations
within the comuni of Bova Marina and Bova. In
order to move closer to the goal of final
publication, our work in 2004 was directed
primarily at two goals: obtaining more detailed
information on a few sites that had been briefly
examined in previous years, and adding to our
survey coverage in parts of the study area that
have been relatively neglected.

Due to the pressure of other work, we
did not have time to catalogue all of the artefacts
from surface collections this year. As a result,
our present information on the sites examined
this year is somewhat incomplete, especially for
San Salvatore, which produced most of the
artefacts in our surface collections this year.

2.2. Sites investigated in 2004 (fig. 7)
Two new site numbers were assigned in
2004 (64 and 65), and three sites from previous
years were revisited (11, 52, and 59). This
section discusses the first four of these sites; Site
59 (San Salvatore) requires more detail and is
discussed in the next section. For an updated
summary of all sites found so far, see Table 1.

The methods used in 2004 were the
same as those used in previous years. The basic
units were single fields or arbitrarily defined
tracts called "areas", ranging in size from 0.2 to
1.8 hectares. All areas were walked in a series
parallel transects 10 metres apart, or as close an
approximation to this as slope and vegetation
allowed. When a site is recognized, our
procedure is to make additional collections from
10 m2 units systematically spaced along a pair
of crossed axes through the centre of the site,
unless the site is sufficiently large and complex
that a systematic grid of collection units is
necessary for adequate coverage.

Site 11 (Cimitero, Areas 28 and 29).
Site, ca. 0.15 ha. Roman. This site was
originally reported in 1997 (Robb 1997), when
it was described as a Greek or Roman site
located in a large, level field immediately south
of the Bova Marina cemetery and also on the
slope to the west, probably re-deposited.
Sebastiano Stranges, however, later described
this locality to us as containing a prehistoric site,
located in the middle of the field. Reexamination in 2001 of the surface collections
from 1997 indicated the presence of some
prehistoric artefacts in the collections from Site
11. Therefore we revisited Areas 28 and 29 to
determine the location and extent of the Roman
site more specifically and to investigate whether
the reported prehistoric site is on the same
location as the Roman site or if they are
separate. Our examination of the fields this year
indicated that the Roman site is restricted to a
limited portion of the western slope and the
edge of the field above it immediately adjacent
to this slope, with only sporadic background
scatter in the remainder of the field. Little
prehistoric material was found, but most of what
we collected was roughly in the centre of the
level field by the cemetery, thus in a separate
location from the Roman site. The prehistoric
scatter was therefore designated Site 64 and is
discussed separately below. The Roman site
appears to be a fairly typical middle-to-late
Roman site in our survey, probably originally
situated at the western edge of the hill, though

Our survey work in 2004 was
conducted on 13 days between 5 and 19 July,
with a single crew of 2 to 10 persons each day,
for a total of 65 person-days of work. We
assigned 22 new area numbers (351 to 372) and
2 new site numbers (64 to 65), one of which was
assigned in order to separate two artefact
scatters previously treated as one when
originally noted in 1997. We conducted
systematic surface collections on three sites,
with by far the largest effort (47 person-days of
work) devoted to a substantial Greek site at San
Salvatore in the Campi di Bova. Our transect
fieldwalking covered only about 11 hectares
when measured on the map, all of it previously
unsurveyed, but due to the steepness of the
slopes of much of this land, the actual surface
area walked was significantly larger, and
considerably more difficult than much of the
land we have surveyed in previous years. In
addition, about 1 hectare of ground at San
Salvatore was newly surveyed systematically as
we did our surface collections. This brings the
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now somewhat disturbed by erosion and
terracing associated with a reforestation effort.
The greatest concentration of artefacts came
from the slope of the first terrace below the
crest. The finds include typical Roman roof
tiles, of fabrics that do not appear to be
especially late, late Roman coarsewares, and
imports such as African Red Slip ware
(including one body sherd of form Hayes 23 but
no diagnostic rims), African amphora, and Late
Roman amphoras 2, 4, and possibly 1. These
finds are consistent with occupation certainly at
some point in the fourth to sixth centuries and
possibly as early as the second.

prehistoric pottery were found, so it was not
possible to define a site area, but they came
from the central part of the large field south of
the cemetery, roughly 70 or 80 metres southeast
of Site 11, which corresponds to the description
of the place from which S. Stranges and L.
Saccà had collected prehistoric artefacts. None
of the sherds we collected were chronologically
diagnostic.
Site 65 (Visco, Area 365). Scatter.
Medieval? This site is located on a steep slope
just to the northeast of the town of Bova
Superiore, about 300 metres from the Castello.
While fieldwalking this slope, insofar as we
could, we recovered several fragments of tile
and pottery, mostly from a small hollow in the
slope above a gully, not far below an old
cobbled road. Some of the pottery and probably
all of the tile are modern, but some of the
pottery appears likely to be medieval (all
undecorated and unglazed body sherds). No
clearly defined concentration of artefacts was
apparent, and it was not clear whether they
might have been brought to that location by
erosion from above.

Site 52 (Grappidà B, Area 258). Site,
ca. 0.15 ha. Prehistoric, Medieval. This site was
originally reported in 2001 (Yoon 2001), when
it was described as a scatter of medieval or early
modern roof tile with a small amount of pottery,
some of which may be prehistoric. We revisted
this location in order to investigate whether the
prehistoric and medieval artefact scatters could
be distinguished spatially, to look for possible
architectural remains associated with the tile
scatter, and to try to obtain better chronological
diagnostics for either period. The tile scatter was
easily defined, limited to a specific hollow in the
slope, but we found very little pottery. Within
the tile scatter we found two fragments of
pottery that may be either medieval or late
prehistoric and one that is most likely
prehistoric; we also found one additional piece
of pottery, probably prehistoric, located about
80 metres to the north of the tile scatter. None of
the pottery fragments could be considered
diagnostic on any more specific level. In looking
for architectural remains, we found possible
remnants of a stone wall at the upper edge of the
tile scatter, on the edge of a relatively flat
location that would have been suitable for a
building, but this appears more likely to have
been a field wall (or possibly a terrace wall)
rather than structural. It is likely that the
artefacts have collected in their present location
as a result of erosion and slopewash, and that
the medieval site at least was originally located
near the field wall. With the exception of one
isolated fragment, the tile and the pottery came
from the same location, so unless some
medieval pottery is very similar in appearance to
prehistoric pottery, the prehistoric and medieval
occupations were probably in the same location.

2.2.1. Surface investigations at Site 59, San
Salvatore, Campi di Bova (Lin Foxhall and
David Yoon)
We undertook five days of systematic
surface collections at Site 59, to determine the
extent, chronological range, and spatial
patterning of the site (figs. 2, 8). As described in
the report for 2003 (Robb et al 2003), this site is
located on a small hill at the northern edge of
the upland plateau called the Campi di Bova, at
approximately 1260 metres above sea level. The
artefact scatter noted in 2003 consisted mainly
of Greek roof tile and chunks of burnt mudbrick.

Site 64 (Cimitero B, Area 28). Scatter.
Prehistoric. As discussed above, this site was
identified while investigating the extent and
period of Site 11. Only a few fragments of

Fig. 2: San Salvatore, systematic collection
We began our work this year by
establishing a central point near the summit of
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the hill, where we had located the main artefact
concentration in 2003, and from there laid out a
systematic grid of 100 collection units using
compass and tape. Due to the amount of slope,
the taped distances do not conform exactly to
two-dimensional map measurements, resulting
in a somewhat non-Euclidean site grid. Initial
inspection indicated a restricted area for the
main artefact scatter and a relatively low
density, so we spaced the collection units 10
metres apart.

determine the nature and function of the
occupation.

At each collection point, a circle was
demarcated using nails and string with a radius
of 1.78 metres, resulting in a surface area of 10
square metres for each collection unit. Because
the entire site is planted in pine trees, there is a
thick needle mat on the ground, and it was
necessary to scrape the needles away to expose
the ground surface and its artefacts. As this
proceeded, it became apparent that the site was
both larger and more densely covered with
artefacts than we had previously realized based
on what we could see above the needle mat.

Fig. 3: Greek fineware from San Salvatore

Not all of the finds have been studied
yet, but preliminary results are presented here in
a set of distribution maps showing the
abundance of major artefact classes in each
collection unit (figs. 9a-d). It is not clear
whether we sampled the entire site; some
collection units along the southwestern edge of
our sample still had significant numbers of
artefacts, so additional collections should be
done in the future to expand the sample to the
south and southwest.
The function of this large and
important site is not yet clear. Certainly there
was at least one substantial building to judge
from the red-painted rooftiles (fig. 4, we have
not yet found painted rooftiles on other Greek
sites in the region). Preliminary analysis of the
finds shows a large component of fineware
pottery (fig. 3), including some types not
documented on other sites. There also seems to
be a relatively large proportion of amphoras, but
a smaller proportion of cooking wares than on
other Greek sites. Most material is plainly
classical in date, but there may be some earlier
material as well, including a proportion of the
roof tiles. One of the most notable finds is a
large fragment of a Greek-style beehive, not
paralleled on sites at lower altitudes (fig. 6). In
addition, there is a small but significant
component of prehistoric/indigenous hand made
impasto ware (fig. 5) of uncertain date. It is
clear that the site warrants excavation to

Fig. 4: Red painted roof tile from San Salvatore
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2.3. Discussion
Our survey work this year suggests that
there is not much of a ‘halo’ of medieval artefact
scatter in the general vicinity of the town of
Bova Superiore, compared to what one would
normally find around a Greek or Roman town.
Nevertheless, it is notable that the little evidence
we did find for pre-modern activity near Bova
Superiore this year does appear to be medieval,
supporting the impression that land use in the
medieval period was focused on the interior
uplands to a much greater degree than in
previous periods.
The main conclusion from this year's
work, however, is that Site 59 (San Salvatore) is
as significant as our first impression in 2003 led
us to believe. It is clearly the second-largest
Greek site in our survey, after Site 12 (Mazza),
and it has a distinctive surface assemblage that
differs from the other sites in our sample.
The only site examined this year that
has any apparent threat is Site 59, which has
evidently been damaged by past reforestation
and would be further damaged by logging
activity if the trees were to be harvested.

Fig. 5: San Salvatore, prehistoric pottery

In addition to the investigations
described above, we also checked the location
near the Umbro Greek site disturbed by the
construction of a large facility for hog farming.
The construction had involved cutting into the
slope to level the ground and pushing the excess
dirt down the hill. We inspected both the sides
of the excavation and the piles of dirt below. A
surprisingly large number of artefacts were
present in the tailings, mostly prehistoric but
also some Greek and Roman. No cultural strata
were visible, however, in the sides of the
excavation: a few prehistoric artefacts were
observed in the uppermost layer, which
appeared to be undifferentiated slopewash; in
some places there was a layer of dark brown soil
with no artefacts below that, but otherwise the
only other stratum visible was a gray or red
sterile clay, the natural substrate in this location.
This location is directly downhill from the
Penitenzeria site, which may account for the
presence of prehistoric artefacts in the
slopewash horizon.

Fig. 6: San Salvatore, beehive
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Fig. 7: Survey Map, 2004
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Fig. 8.: San Salvatore surface collection points
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Fig. 9a:San Salvatore, distribution of total artefacts and mudbrick fragments.
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Fig. 9b:San Salvatore, distribution of roof tile and pottery fragments.
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Fig. 9c:San Salvatore, distribution of total artefacts and mudbrick fragments.
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Fig. 9d:San Salvatore, distribution of roof tile and pottery fragments.
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Table 1. Total site list as of 2004
Site
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Area
2
2,3,50
5
6
7
9,10,83
10,84
13
16
26
28,29
30-37etc.
47
51,55,206
52
58
66
24
72
76
79
88,89
91
96,158
98
99
100
101
8,81,82,87
130
133
136
117
123
104
143
145,196
6
165
169
137,214
198,208
224
240
241-246
197
237
231?
212
211
201,203
258
285
235
315
316
317

Type
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
site
scatter?
scatter
scatter
site
scatter
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
site
site
site
site
site
scatter
scatter
scatter
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
site
site?
site
scatter?
scatter
scatter
site
site
site
site?
site
site
site

Size
ca. 1 ha?
ca. 2 ha?
ca. 0.5 ha

Date
P
R
P
R
P
R
P
P,R
P
Med,Mod
P?,R,Med?
P,G,R,Mod
R
R
P
P
P
G
G?
R
P
R,Med
P
R
P,Med?,Mod
R
R?/Med?
P
R
P
P
P,R
G
R
R
R
G?,R?
R
P
P
R
R
R
G
P,Med,Mod
P,R
R
R
Med?
R,Med?
P?,G,R
P?,Med
R
Med?
P
P
P,R,Med

0.4 ha
ca. 4 ha
ca. 1 ha
—
ca. 0.15 ha
ca. 0.5 ha
0.15 ha
ca. 8 ha
ca. 0.5 ha
ca. 1.0 ha
?
0.4 ha
—
0.2 ha
?
—
—
> 1.5 ha
—
ca. 0.15 ha
ca. 0.6 ha
?
< 0.01 ha
?
—
ca. 0.35 ha
ca. 0.15 ha
0.5 ha
ca. 0.01 ha?
< 0.1 ha
—
—
—
0.15 ha
0.1 ha
0.05 ha
ca. 0.3 ha?
ca. 0.5 ha
ca. 0.2 ha?
ca. 0.08 ha?
> 1.9 ha
0.09 ha
0.1 ha
—
—
—
0.15 ha
0.15 ha
0.05 ha
0.01 ha
0.08 ha
0.4 ha
0.25 ha
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Name
Canturatta a/San Pasquale
Canturatta b
Pisciotta a
Pisciotta b
Pisciotta c
Deri a/San Pasquale
Deri b
Pisciotta d
Umbro a
Torre Crisafi
Cimitero
Mazza
Pisciotta e
Panaghia a
Agrillei
Umbro b/Limaca
Limaca
Umbro c/Umbro Greek
Penitenzeria
Buccisa a
Buccisa b
Sideroni/Amigdala
Carusena
Zaccaria
Sant’Aniceto
Climarda
Vadicamo
Papagallo
Pisciotta f
Umbro d
Umbro e/Penitenzeria
Marcasita a
Cromidi
Vunemo
Cecilia
Panaghia b
Panaghia c
Pisciotta g
Agrillei b
Agrillei c
Marcasita b
Panaghia d
Turdari
Grappidà a
Bova castello
L’Annunziata a
Filiciana a
?
Agrillei d
L’Annunziata b
San Precopio
Grappidà b
Limaccaria a
Filiciana b
Penitenzeria b
Penitenzeria c
Alupu
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58
322
site
0.17 ha
R,Med?
59
318
site
ca. 1.0 ha?
G
60
345
site
0.1 ha
R
61
346
site
0.8 ha
P,G,R,Med?
62
346
scatter
—
R
63
348
scatter
—
Med?
64
28
scatter
—
P
65
365
scatter
—
Med?
P = prehistoric; G = Greek; R = Roman; Med = medieval; Mod = modern.
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Vaghi
San Salvatore
Limaccaria b
Limaccaria c
Limaccaria d
Limaccaria e
Cimitero b
Visco
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3. UMBRO GREEK SITE EXCAVATIONS 2004 (LIN FOXHALL)
upright tiles found directly in front of it were
originally thought to represent a possible drain
(i.e. with this interpretation the wall visible in
Trench 2 would have been an exterior face).
During the 2001 season it became clear that the
tile represented a collapsed roof and that we
were excavating the interior of a building. In
2002 another wall, perpendicular to and
forming a corner with the original wall
emerged. It thus became imperative to trace the
course of the walls to see if we could
determine the extent and magnitude of the
structure. This aim provided the rationale for
opening Trench 4 in 2002,Trench 5 in 2003
and Trench 7 in 2004, to explore the possibility
that walls from other parts of the building
survived the bulldozer operations carried out
when the electrical pylon was installed. The
expansion of upper (eastern) squares of Trench
2 into a 5 x 3 m area excavation in 2003,
continued in 2004, aimed to explore the
internal spatial organisation of the building and
the history of its destruction.

3.1. Introduction: previous work and
research questions
The Umbro Greek Site (site 18, area
24) is located on a small, steep irregular hill
adjacent to the cobbled mediaeval or early
modern road leading from the coast up to
Umbro and ultimately to Bova Superiore. The
hill is one of the steeply sloping outcrops of
calcareous sandstone which forms the series of
cliffs bounding the Umbro plateau on the east.
The lower end of the northern section of the
hill has been bulldozed in recent years to level
the area for the installation of an electrical
pylon. (figs 10, 24).

2. to understand the dating and the ‘lifespan’
of the site.
The overwhelming bulk of the
material excavated in the 2000-04 seasons has
been classical in date, largely from the later
fifth and fourth centuries BC, though there are
traces of earlier archaic and prehistoric
occupation. It may be the case, as with many
similar sites in Metaponto (Carter 1990 and
personal observation), that an earlier (archaic
and/or prehistoric) occupation of the site has
been virtually obliterated by the construction
of classical buildings. Moreover, compared to
the majority similar rural ‘farmstead’ sites in
Sicily and southern Italy, the Umbro Greek site
is rather early (Nevett 1999: 151).

Fig. 10: The Umbro Greek Site
During the 2004 field season (10-22
July), excavations on the Umbro Greek Site
were continued at Trench 2, first opened in the
2000 season, and expanded in 2001-2003.
Trench 2 is located on a steep west-facing
slope on the west side of the hill, south of the
electrical pylon. No further excavation was
carried out at Trench 4 this season, located
below Trench 2 to the southwest. A new trench
was opened, Trench 7, located to the north of
Trench 5 and west of Trench 2, in the area
levelled by the bulldozer. Trench 6, situated
near the summit of the hill, north of Trench 3
(see Robb 2000; 2001), was expanded to the
north and west.

3. to understand overall site function and its
‘life history’, in the context of its place in the
Greek settlement hierarchy of the region.
The location of the structure in
Trenches 2 and 4, and its relationship to the
old road, suggests that the route may follow a
route similar to a road many centuries older,
dating back to classical antiquity. Our original
working hypothesis was that we were dealing
with a small, isolated rural ‘farmstead’ site, of
the Vari House (Jones et al. 1973) type, though
the political/communal affiliation of the
inhabitants remained unclear. This became less
secure during the 2001 season, because of the

The main objectives of the excavation
programme remained substantially the same as
in
previous
years,
and
represented
developments based upon those of the previous
(2000-03) seasons. These aims are:
1. to explore the main structure on the site,
and its location.
In the 2000 season a stone wall with
proper footings was revealed in Trench 2. The
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diverse nature of the finds in Trench 3, and an
alternative hypothesis, that the site might
represent a small rural sanctuary, was
considered. It now seems most likely that the
structure found in Trench 2 and probably also
Trench 4 belonged to a ‘farmstead’ site of the
later fifth-earlier fourth century. However, it
was not yet clear whether there was an
additional structure originally located higher
up the hill, nor is it yet clear what its function
might have been or its relationship to the
structure in Trenches 2/4. These questions
provided the rationale for opening Trench 6,
located near the summit of the hill, in 2003 and
expanding it in 2004, close to an area of dense
finds in 2001 (Trench 3).

the steep slope, a new datum point at the
ground surface of the southeast corner of the
new square (71n/46e) was necessary. This subpoint is 34 cm above the main datum point
established in 2000, located at the ground
surface of the southeastern corner of square
71n/45e. At the start of the 2002 season,
Trench 2 was extended northward four metres
from square 71n/46e, establishing squares
72n/46e, 73n/46e, 74n/46e, 75n/46e. Levels in
these squares were measured using the +34
sub-datum point.
In 2003 eight new squares were opened:
72n/45e, 73n/45e, 74n/45e, 75n/45e, 72n/44e,
73n/44e, 74n/44e, 75n/44e. This created a 5 x
3 m area excavation covering the interior of the
building and the double faced wall running SENW (context 215/217, US22). The aim was to
trace the course of this wall, to determine the
size and extent of the building, and to explore
the spatial organisation and the history of the
demise of the building. By the end of the 2003
season, excavations had reached the level of
wall collapse (contest 222/US34, see below),
and had determined that the structure was built
as a stone socle with a mudbrick superstructure
and tiled roof. During the 2004 season,
excavation continued in these squares, with the
same aims.

3.2. Excavations at the classical
structure
The methodology of excavation was
the same as that used in the 2000-03 seasons.
Trenches were laid out in 1x1 m square units.
They were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels
(with the exception of contexts 222/US34,
229/US49 and 230/US50, all consisting of
large rocks), measured from a local trench
datum point. The sub-point added in 2001 in
Trench 2, calculated in relation to the original
datum point established in the 2000 season,
continued to be used for the extension to
Trench 2 in 2002. With the expansion of
Trench 2 in 2003, a datum point was
established in the centre of the new area
excavation (in the wall fill in the SW corner of
74n/46e), measured directly off the original
(2000) datum point using a dumpy level, and
this point continued in use in 2004. Trenches 4,
5 and 7, which are separated by several metres
from each other and from Trench 2 at the
bottom of a steep slope, have their own datum
points. ‘Natural’/cultural strata (contexts) were
simultaneously observed, numbered and
recorded. Finds were bagged by square, level,
and context/stratum, and bags were dated.

During this season excavation began
with the removal of context 222 (US34) (fig.
11), to reach, as we thought on the basis of the
original stratigraphy, the strata of roof collapse
and floor immediately below. However, below
the stratum of wall fall (context 222, US 34),
two interior walls (contexts 229 and 230, US
49, 50) belonging to a secondary phase of
occupation of the building, were revealed (figs
12, 25). By the end of the season we reached
the level of roof tile collapse, just above the
floor level of the primary occupation. (figs. 11,
24).

3.2.1 Trench 2
Trench 2 is located about 10-20
metres south and above the electricity pylon,
on a west facing slope. In the 2000 season this
was established as a 1x3 m trench, oriented
east-west and consisted of three squares
(71n/43e, 71n/44e, 71n/45e). The trench is
situated on a very steep slope running eastwest, with the highest part on the eastern side.
In 2001 a fourth square was added to the
eastern end (71n/46e), above the three previous
squares, creating a 1x4 m trench. Because of

Fig. 11: The collapsed walls of context 222
(US34)
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The two interior walls (contexts 229
and 230, US49, 50) discovered this season are
not keyed in to the exterior walls of the
building, and sit directly on strata of degraded
mudbrick (contexts 226, 231, 232, 233, US26,
51, 52, 53). The admixture of blue schist
chippings suggests that the later occupants may
have deliberately packed the degraded
mudbrick from the walls to create a new,
reasonably level floor above the earlier tile fall
(context 227, US47). These two walls divide
the northern side of the interior of the building
into three narrow spaces, suitable for animal
stalls, but which seem too small for rooms
occupied by people. The large coarseware
vessels in the corner of the building (in squares
72n/46e, 73n/46e; context 218, US23),
revealed in 2002, clearly belong to this
secondary phase of occupation in their present
position, although it is possible that they were
relocated and reused from the earlier phase. It
is also probable that the later phase of tile fall
identified in previous years’ excavations,
marked the end of the secondary phase of
occupation. Substantial patches of bright
red/orange burned mudbrick accompanied by
charcoal (context 225, US45) may suggest that
this later phase of occupation ended with a fire.

Fig. 12: Tr. 2, collapsed roof (context 227,
US47) under secondary occupation

An additional discovery in the 2004
season was a roughly cut drain (context 228,
US48) to the north of the building in squares
75n/45e, 75n/44e. This drain, located 38 cm
away from the outer face of wall 217 (US22)
and running along the line of the wall, was
clearly designed to catch water dripping from
the eaves of the building and channel it away
from the walls (fig. 14).

Fig. 14: Tr. 2, drain
Fig. 12: Tr.
occupation

2,

walls

from secondary
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Figure 15: Trench 2, Stratigraphic Matrix
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n71/e43, n71/e44 and the lower (western) part
of 71n/45e. A significant number of sherds and
fragments of tile appeared embedded this level,
some of which were lying flat on the surface.
This level seems to consist of melted mud
brick, and discernable chunks of mudbrick
were recovered. It surrounds but does not
cover context 206 (US9), the later of the two
layers of fallen tile. It was somewhat disturbed
by disturbance of the backfill over the winter
after the 2000 season, but the maximum depth
has been established at about 25 cm. It may be
equivalent to contexts 216 (US21) and 223
(US35).

3.2.2 Trench 2: Stratigraphy (fig 15)
In addition to the eighteen natural
strata/contexts excavated in 2000-03 (contexts
201-223, US3-13, US16-35), thirteen further
strata/contexts were distinguished in 2004
(contexts 224-236, US44-56). The full range of
strata/contexts is summarised below, and
strata/contexts which are new this year, or for
which there is much new information, are
discussed in detail.
Context 201 (US3): Dry, greyish
brown (Munsell 10YR5/2) silty loam, fairly
hard and compact where not loosened by roots.
Few finds were associated with this stratum
and most were very eroded. It appears as the
topsoil level in all squares, and runs to a
maximum depth of 38 cm. (See also Bova
Marina Archaeological Project 2000 Report.)
In squares 74n/46e and 75n46e it sits directly
on bedrock, to a maximum depth of 30 cm. In
the new squares opened in 2003 this stratum
covers context 222 (US34), the stratum of
collapsed wall stones.

Context 206 (US9): The later of the
two distinguishable episodes of tile fall in
squares 71n/433, 71n/44e and the lowest
(northwestern) corner of 71n/45e (the other
episode of tile fall is Context 209, US12). This
stratum includes the tiles erroneously thought
to be a drain in 2000 and a number of other
substantial fragments of tile. These appear to
have originated from the collapse of a tile roof.
Though tile was lying flat in this context,
pottery here and in the related stratum Context
205 (US8) was usually positioned at random
angles. In this context, however, some very
substantial and well preserved pottery
fragments were found among the tiles,
including a complete pair of cooking pot
handles found together on the southern side of
square 71n/44e. The discovery of a secondary
phase of occupation in 2004 suggests that this
stratum may be the equivalent of contexts 218
and 226 (US 23, 46). The maximum depth of
this level was 10 cm.

Context 202 (US2): A small area
(maximum depth 8 cm) of probable colluvial
slopewash in the northwest corner of the lowest
square (71n/43e), located at the foot of a recent
cut made during the construction of the
electrical pylon. (This stratum is fully
described in the Bova Marina Archaeological
Project 2000 Report.)
Context 203 (US5): Hard, dark
greyish brown (Munsell 10YR5/2) silty
clay/clay loam, mottled with lighter greyish
areas, more compacted than context 201. It was
identified in squares 71n/46e, 71n/45e,
71n/43e, with a maximum depth of 78 cm (See
also Bova Marina Archaeological Project
Reports 2000 and 2001.), and at higher levels
in squares 72n/46e, 73n/46e. In square,
71n/46e, this level sits directly on bedrock in
the upper (eastern) third of the square. It
appears to be a layer deposited after the
structure went out of use: more artefacts and
some fragments of mud brick were found in the
lower part of this stratum.

Context 207 (US10): The stone wall
with its footings in squares 73n/46e, 72n/46e,
71n/45e, 71n/44e. This wall consisted of up to
four unmortared courses of large, roughly
shaped sandstone blocks with one regular face
(along the western side). A lower course of
sandstone pieces, roughly shaped, serves as a
footing. The wall appears to have been built as
a construction terrace, set into the hillside close
to an outcrop of bedrock to the east, and built
so that the western face formed the interior side
of the back wall of a roofed building. The top
of the surviving courses projected about 60 cm
above the ancient ground level to the east (the
top of context 208, US11). It is unlikely that
more than a few additional courses of stone
formed the original wall, to judge from the
number of stones in context 222 (US34) fallen
from the walls, but no longer in situ. The main
construction material, demonstrated by other
contexts (205, US8; 216, US21; 223, US35;
225, US45), was mud brick.

Context 204 (US6): A small area of
silty clay behind (to the east of) the wall in
squares 71n/45e and 71n/46e. Many rocks,
including some chalky rocks, but only a few
artefacts, were found. (See Bova Marina
Archaeological Project 2000 Report for full
details.)
Context 205 (US8): A lighter
coloured, yellowish, clayey deposit (Munsell
10YR6/4-10YR5/4), revealed in squares
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depending on how high the bedrock is, but it is
nowhere deeper than 15 cm. Clearly this
flooring material was packed to achieve a level
floor surface. The fact that some sherd material
has become partially embedded in it and the
disturbance of context 213 suggests that the
floor may have been renewed periodically over
the use-life of the structure. It is probable that
this stratum represents the original floor of the
structure, but has not yet been reached in other
parts of the trench.

In square 73n/46e this wall meets the
wall discovered in 2002,context 217 (US22), at
an interior corner. The two walls do not appear
to be fully keyed into each other, but clearly
form a corner in this square.
Context 208 (US11): Underneath
context 204 (US6), directly behind the wall, in
eastern side of square 72n/46e, the lower
(western) half of square 71n/46e and the upper
(eastern) edge of square 71n/45e. The top of
this stratum appears to be the ancient ground
surface behind (to the east) of the wall (context
207, US10), at an elevation of about 60 cm
below the surviving top of the wall. The bulk
of the stratum seems to consist of small rocks
and silty/clayey, grey-brown soil packed
behind the wall, between it and the bedrock in
the upper (eastern) half of square 71n/46e. In
the lowermost 10 cm of this packed fill, close
to the stones of the wall, the fill consists
entirely of grey-brown silty/clayey soil
(Munsell 10YR4/3) with no rocks. It seems
likely that the earth and stones of this stratum
represent fill carefully and deliberately placed
behind the wall for stability, as part of the
construction process. Few artefacts appear in
this stratum. The stratum begins at -26 (main
datum), and continues to a maximum depth of
about 30 cm.

Context 211 (US16): This stratum
consists of very heavily compacted, fine pale
grey clay (Munsell 2.5Y7/0). It appears to have
been deliberately used as sub-flooring material
to a maximum depth of 11 cm to fill and level
up deep holes and low areas in the natural
bedrock. It appears in areas in front of the wall
in squares 71n/45e and 71n/44e. This suggests
that the bedrock outcrop against which the wall
was built was either exposed before
construction started or was exposed during the
process of building the wall (context 207,
US10).
Context 212 (US17): A stratum of
eroding bedrock, almost certainly natural,
underneath the flooring material of context 210
(US13) in square 71n/43e, covering an area of
about 30 by 70 cm. It is light brownish grey in
colour (Munsell 10YR6/2) and granular in
texture. No artefacts were found in this
stratum.

Context 209 (US12): The earlier of
the two distinguishable episodes of tile fall in
squares 71n/433, 71n/44e and the lowest
(northwestern) corner of 71n/45e (the other
episode of tile fall is Context 206, US9). This
stratum, which includes several nearly
complete tiles is covered by, as well as
partially surrounded by the melted mudbrick of
context 205 (US8), and several large flat rocks
resting at about -81. This stratum runs to a
maximum depth of 10 cm. Although tile was
lying flat, some pottery was not. A few sizeable
fragments of pottery emerged from this level,
though the bulk of the finds were tiles. This
stratum may be equivalent to context 227
(US47). It sits directly on top of the distinctive
grey, schisty clay of context 210 (US13).

Context 213 (US18): Area of
slopewash under floor (context 210, US13) in
squares 71n/44e and 71n/43e. The stratum is
very packed except where roots have
penetrated, with many small sandstone rocks
and pebbles. No artefactual material. Sits on
bedrock.
Context 214 (US19): Deliberate fill in
a natural hole about 35 cm maximum diameter
in the bedrock in the centre of square 71n/43e.
The fill is fine, clayey soil, paler than context
213 (US18) (Munsell 10YR7/3), and about 5
cm in depth. For a full description of this
context see Bova Marina Archaeological
Project 2002 Report.

Context 210 (US13): This stratum in
squares 71n/45e, 71n/44e, 71n/43e, is
distinguished by the many small (1-4 mm)
chunks of grey schist mixed in with the
compacted, dark grey clay soil (Munsell
2.5YN4/). Few sherds and almost no tile
appeared within this stratum, but virtually all
pottery found has been near the top of the
stratum and was lying flat. Identifiable seed
remains (wheat, barley) also appeared in this
stratum. This stratum varies in thickness,

Context 215 (US20): Rubble and
earth fill between the two faces of the SE-NW
wall (context 217, US20) discovered in 2002,
located in squares 73n/46e, 74n/46e, 74n/45e,
75n/44e. This context has not yet been
excavated.
Context 216 (US21): A stratum, 42-43
cm in depth, consisting of collapsed mudbrick
and some wall fall stones, and containing large
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amounts of tile and pithos sherds in the corner,
at the angle where the two walls meet, in
squares 72n/46e and 73n/46e. Below this
stratum is the floor level, context 218 (US23).
The soil is crumbly and yellower than context
203 (US5) above it, Munsell 10YR5/4.
Towards the bottom of this stratum a number
of deposits of charcoal were found, some quite
large. Burned chunks of mudbrick were also
found. Artefacts towards the bottom of the
stratum were generally lying flat. It may be
equivalent to contexts 205 (US8) and 223
(US35).

and small sand stone and limestone stones
averaging around 3-4 cm in size. The material
is hard and dense in consistency, and very
compacted. The context slopes and the upper
elevation ranges in depth from 35-60 cm. This
context has not yet been excavated.
Context 220 (US32): This context
consists of material which appears to have
fallen from the collapsed wall on the exterior
of the building, located in squares 75n/45e and
75n/44e. It is composed of brown clayey loam
(Munsell 10YR4/2) and includes large blue
schist chips up to 2-3 cm in size, many small
rocks (perhaps from wall packing?), sherds and
chunks of burnt mudbrick. It is relatively loose
in consistency with some roots. The stratum
slopes and the top ranges in depth from 66 to
77 cm. This context has not yet been
excavated, but it may be close to the ancient
ground level.

Context 217 (US22): The SE-NW
wall, discovered in 2002, which meets the NESW (context 207, US10) wall discovered in
2000 at an interior corner. This wall has two
faces with a fill of packed earth and small
stones (context 215, US20), since it is built not
as a revetment wall, following the contour, but
running down the slope across the contour. The
wall begins in squares 73n/46e and 74n/46e,
running downward in the direction southeastnorthwest. The exterior face in squares
74n/46e, 75n/45e, 75n/44e butts up against a
bedrock outcrop and may be no more than one
course high in its present state. It is butressed
by two large stones in squares 75n/45e and
75n/44e (context 221, US33) The interior face
visible in square 73n/46e has four surviving
courses and the footings are not yet fully
visible. It is constructed like the wall of context
207 (US10) of roughly faced sandstone blocks
carefully fitted together with smaller stones.

Context 221 (US33): This context
consists of two large, regularly shaped, roughly
quadrangular boulders which appear to be in
situ, placed as butresses against the NE face of
the SE-NW wall (context 217, US22), between
the exterior face of the wall and the bedrock
outcrop. The smaller one is limestone, located
in square 75n/45e and the larger, sandstone
boulder overlaps the line dividing squares
75n/45e and 75n/44e. The tops of the two
stones are virtually level. The highest points of
both are at 55 cm.
Context 222 (US34): This stratum,
covering squares 73n/46e, 72n/45e, 73n/45e,
74n/45e, 72n/44e, 73n/44e, 74n/44e, consists
of large stones fallen from the walls 207
(US10) and 217 (US22) into the interior of the
building. These appear to be ‘in situ’ following
the collapse of the walls: those from the NESW wall (207, US10) have fallen roughly
north-northwestward down slope, while those
from the SE-NW wall (context 217, US22)
have fallen south-southwestward down the
slope. The entire context slopes. This stratum
includes a few sherds and tiles – some of the
latter are very large, as well as a few fragments
of burned mudbrick. This context was fully
documented in 2003 and removed in 2004
(though not in 10 cm levels).

Context 218 (US23): This stratum
initially appeared to be the floor level in the
corner. It consists of hard, yellowish packed,
clayey soil with small fragments of blue schist.
It has turned out to be part of the same stratum
as context 226 (US46), and probably also 206
(US9). It is probably related to the end of the
secondary phase of occupation. Large
fragments of tile and pithos sherds, along with
many fragments of charcoal were found sitting
on this level. Tile and pottery are lying flat. It
is possible that a pithos (or more than one
pithos) for storage were kept in the corner of
the structure for storage and were sitting on
this floor.
Context 219 (US31): This stratum
appears to be deliberately deposited packing
material located between the bedrock and the
NE face of the SE-NW wall (context 217,
US22), presently visible in squares 74n/46e,
74n/45e, 75n45e. It consists of a mixture of
brown clayey loam (Munsell 10YR4/2) mixed
with blue schist chips up to about 1 cm in size

Context 223 (US 35): This stratum
appears to consist of a mixture of degraded
mudbrick and slopewash, perhaps after the
collapse of the interior walls of the secondary
phase of occupation in squares 72n/45e,
73n/45e, 72n/44e, 73n/44e, 74n.44e. The soil
is dark greyish brown clayey loam (Munsell
10YR5/3). It is more compact than the earth of
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context 201 (US3) overlying it, and has a
slightly yellowish hue, perhaps from degraded
mud brick. It includes small schist chips,
burned mud brick and more sherds and tile
fragments than in context 201 (US3). A
number of wall-fall rocks (perhaps from the
upper courses of the secondary interior walls)
are embedded in it. The context slopes, starting
at –39 and going to a depth of –85 cm.

Context 228 (US48): Drainage
channel roughly cut in the bedrock in squares
75n/44e and 75n/45e. Eastern extent of channel
is not yet clear, but it runs northward down
slope approximately following the line of wall
217 (US22) at a distance of 38 cm from it.
Elevation slopes from -39 to -60 cm.
Context 229 (US49): Interior partition
wall running at right angles NE-SW from wall
217 (US22) in squares 74n/44e, 74n/45e,
73n/44e. It is constructed as dry walling, of
rough limestone and schist boulders, some
crudely worked: the same kinds of stones as
were used to build the main walls of the
structure. Parts of only two courses were
preserved in situ, ranging in elevation from –
73 at the top to –87 at the bottom. The
maximum length of the preserved wall was 120
cm, the width varied 25-30 cm. The large
stones closest to wall 217 (US22) are very
close to it but are not keyed in. The stratum of
major roof collapse (the earlier of the two),
context 227 (US47) lies underneath this
interior wall, so this feature, with wall 230
(US50) must represent secondary occupation.
Planned and removed in 2004.

Context 224 (US44): A lump of dark
yellowish-brown (Munsell 10YR3/6) ochrelike rock, crumbling, but just intact, next to
wall 217 (US22) in squares73n/45e and
74n/45e. This is probably part of context 222
(US34), a rock fallen from a wall which then
disintegrated.
Context 225 (US45): Patches of bright
red to reddish yellow burned mudbrick
(Munsell 2.5 YR5/8, 5YR6/8), some in very
large chunks. One piece had extraordinary
rounded edges. Associated with many pieces of
charcoal, some quite large. Appears on eastern
edge of square 73n/45e and NW corner of
73n/46e, spreading in patches into 73n/44e and
72n/44e. Appears at the same level as context
226 (US46) and probably 206 (US9), the later
phase of tile fall, ranging in elevation from –55
to –69 cm.

Context 230 (US50): Remains of a
second interior wall to the southeast of wall
229 (US49), in squares 73n/46e, 73n/45e and
72n/46 e, more fragmentary than wall 229
(US49) but running parallel to it. It is
preserved to three courses where it meets wall
217 (US22), and constructed in the same way.
Though it is not keyed into wall 217 (US22) it
is very close to it. It is preserved to an
elevation of –40 cm at the top and –68 at the
bottom. The maximum preserved length is 100
cm, and is about 25-30 cm wide. Planned and
removed in 2004.

Context 226 (US46): Later phase of
roof collapse, consisting of tile fragments set
flat for the most part in yellowish brown
(Munsell 10YR5/4), moist, clayey mudbrick
melt, with some substantial lumps of charcoal.
There are some large sherds as well lying flat,
including large chunks of pithoi and much of
an amphora neck. Appears to be cotangent with
context 225 (US45), and is probably associated
with the secondary phase of occupation and/or
its demise. It has turned out to be part of the
same stratum as context 218 (US23), and
probably also 206 (US9). Context slopes, but
overall depth about 5 cm ranging from –65
(highest point in E side of trench) to –85 at
lowest point.

Context 231 (US51): Area to NW of
wall 229 (US49) in squares 74n/44e and
75n/44e. May represent occupation levels or
floor of phase of secondary occupation Soil is
yellowish brown (Munsell 10YR5/4), clayey
mudbrick melt, perhaps deliberately packed to
form a new floor, with sherds and lumps of
preserved mudbrick. With contexts 232 and
233 represents secondary use of the structure,
perhaps as animal stalls. Elevation from -85
(top) to -93 (bottom) cm.

Context 227 (US47): Very large
pieces of tile, lying flat (much larger than in
context 226/US46), underneath contexts 226,
231, 232, 233 (US46, 51, 52, 53) and
underneath the interior walls contexts 229 and
230 (US49, 50). Located in squares 72n/45e,
73n/45e, 72n/44e, 73n/44e, 74n/44e. Probably
the same (earlier) phase of roof collapse as
context 209 (US12). The top of this context
was reached at the end of the 2004 season, but
it has not yet been excavated.

Context 232 (US52): Area between
interior wall 229 (US49) and wall 230 (US50),
in squares 74n/45e, 74n/44e, 73n/45e and
73n/44e. May represent occupation levels or
floor of phase of secondary occupation Soil is
yellowish brown (Munsell 10YR5/4), clayey
mudbrick melt, perhaps deliberately packed to
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form a new floor, with sherds and
preserved mudbrick. With contexts
233 represents secondary use of the
perhaps as animal stalls. Elevation
(top) to -97 (bottom) cm.

period seismic activity. Hence it was possible
that any structure which had once been on the
top of the hill had disappeared from a
combination of erosion and earthquakes.

lumps of
231 and
structure,
from -84

Initially, Trench 6 consisted of three
squares (58n/58e, 58n/57e, 58n/56e). Three
more squares were added during the course of
the 2003 season: first 57n/57e, then 59n/55e
and 60n/54e. In square 60n/54e a double faced
wall with rubble fill, similar in construction to
the walls in Trench 2 (context 217, US22) and
Trench 4 (context 406, US29) was discovered,
suggesting a second structure on the hill, which
was probably the source of the numerous finds
in Trench 3. During the 2004 season four more
squares (61n/54e, 62n/54e, 61n/55e, 62n/55e)
were added to the north and east of square
60n/54e, with the aim of tracing the course of
this wall. Excavation of these squares showed
definitively that the wall discovered in 2003
terminated here on bedrock, and that there is
no preserved corner or second wall at this
point. Therefore, if more of the wall is
preserved, it is likely to be in the unexcavated
area to the south and southwest of the western
sector of Trench 6.

Context 233 (US53): Area E of wall
230 (US50) to corner of structure (where walls
217 (US22) and 207 (US10) meet on bedrock,
below the pithoi and burned mudbrick of
context 225 (US45). May represent occupation
levels or floor of phase of secondary
occupation Soil is yellowish brown (Munsell
10YR5/4), clayey mudbrick melt, perhaps
deliberately packed to form a new floor, with
sherds and lumps of preserved mudbrick. With
contexts 232 and 233 represents secondary use
of the structure, perhaps as animal stalls.
Elevation from -65 (top) to -72 (bottom) cm,
context slopes.
Context 234 (US54): Flat-topped
sandstone rocks under the clayey degraded
mudbrick of context 223 (US35), near the
corner of the structure in square 72n/45e. Top
of context varies between –72 and –79 cm. Not
fully excavated in 2004.
Context 235 (US55): Area under wall
230 (US50). Yellowish brown (Munsell
10YR5/4) clayey degraded mudbrick. Similar
in texture and quality to contexts 231-233
(US51, 52, 53), so presumably the degraded
mudbrick reused here as levelling under the
wall as part the construction process during the
secondary phase of occupation. Begins at –68,
but not fully excavated in 2004.

This trench has its own independent
datum point which is 2 cm above the site
datum. In the SW corner of square 58n/56e,
present ground level was 57 cm below the site
datum (figs 16, 17, 18).

Context 236 (US56): Area right in
corner of structure in squares 73n/46e,
72n/46e. Yellowish brown (Munsell 10YR5/4)
clayey degraded mudbrick, similar in texture
and quality to contexts 231-233 (US51, 52,
53), but with considerable amounts of blue
schist chippings. Elevation of top of context
ranges from –70 to –72, but not fully excavated
in 2004.
Fig. 16: Trench 6
3.2.3. Trench 6
Trench 6 was opened in 2003, near
the summit of the hill, east of Trench 2 and
north of Trench 3 (excavated in 2000 and
2001). The aim was to discover the source of
the abundant, well-preserved artefacts found in
Trench 3 in previous seasons, in particular to
explore the possibility that there was a second
structure surviving on the summit of the hill.
The east side of the hill has lost large chunks of
rock, visible below, perhaps from historic
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Context 601 (US40): This is the
stratum of topsoil, consisting of dry, dark greybrown (Munsell 10YR4/2) loam, loose and
crumbly for the most part, and much disturbed.
Few finds were encountered in this level. In
squares 58n/58e, 58n.57e, 57n/57e, 61n/54e,
62n/54e, 61n/55e and 62n/55e this was the
only stratum above bedrock.

Umbro Greek Trench 6
N60 E55

N61 E55

N62 E55

N62 E54

N60 E54

Context 602 (US41): This is a stratum
of compact, slightly yellowish, rather sandy
brown soil (Munsell 10YR5/3). In addition to
many roots and some large stones it contains
many artefacts, and is located just above the
bedrock in squares 58n/563 and 59n/55e. It
appears underneath context 603 (US42) with
was identified after this context.

Root

N62 E53

N61 E53
N

Fig. 17: Trench 6, plan

Context 603 (US42): This stratum was
first identified in square 59n/55e, but it is also
visible in the W profile in square 58n/56e. The
soil is grey brown (Munsell 10YR5/2), but
more compact in texture and lighter in colour
than context 601 (US40). Many small rocks,
including pieces of limestone and blue schist,
as well as a few artefacts appear in this level,
but it does not have the density of artefacts of
context 601 (US41).

Umbro Greek N62 E55/N62 E54 North Profile
200

0

Bedrock
Rock

Context 604 (US43): This context is
the double faced wall with rubble fill, running
nearly N-S, located in square 60n/54e. At
present only the top is visible, and it was
surrounded by the topsoil of context 601
(US40).

Umbro Greek N62 E55/N61 E55 Eastern Profile
200

0

Bedrock
Roots

Rock

3.2.4 Trench 7
Umbro Greek, N60 E55 Southern Profile

Trench 7 is located 2m to the north of
Trench 5, in the area levelled when the
electricity pylon was constructed. (figs. 19, 20,
21) Four squares were laid out (77n/39e,
77n/40e, 78n/39e, 78n/40e), but only squares
77n/40e and 78n/40e were excavated. The aim
was to explore the possibility that some
remains of the west side of the structure in
Trench 2 survived the bulldozer operations,
and to see if the western extent of the structure
could be located.

100

0

Bedrock
Rock

Fig. 18: Trench 6, profiles
The stratigraphic sequence identified
in squares 58n/56e and 59n/55e, was not
detectable in squares 61n/54e, 62n/54e,
61n/55e, 62n/55e, since there is very little soil
present on this part of the hill above the
bedrock. Few artefacts were found. Other
alignments of stones in the vicinity have been
mapped which may possibly be related to the
same structure, and if time allows, it may be
worth expanding this trench to the south and
southwest to see if more walling is preserved.

The stratigraphic sequence in Trench
7 was almost identical to that in Trench 5. Very
few artefacts were found, and there no remains
of walls were discovered. However, unlike
Trench 5, there were a number of medium to
large sized sandstone and limestone rocks in
square 78n/40e, context 702 (US58) which
might have originated from a wall or a
foundation to a wall, though from the earth in
between them and their random positions in

Four contexts have been found in
Trench 6, outlined below.
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relation to each other, it is clear that these were
not in situ. An area including a number of
stones 5-10 cm max. dimension appeared in the
E side of square 78n/40 at the 10-20 level
(context 702, US58): it is possible that some of
these were packing stones for a wall or a
foundation. Of special interest was an
enormous (c. 70 cm), roughly quadrilateral
limestone rock which appeared to have been
deliberately set deep in the sterile clay strata. It
is far larger than any of the foundation stones
for the walls in Trench 2. If this rock was part
of a foundation, it is difficult to conceive of the
kind of structure to which it belonged, as it
seems too large to be part of the building in
Trench 2. This trench shared its main datum
point with Trench 5.

The three
outlined below.

strata

discovered

are

Context 701 (US57): This stratum is
the disturbed topsoil levels, consisting of greybrown (Munsell 2.5Y5/2) loam, loose and very
dry in consistency. There were a few small
sandstone rocks and some plant roots but there
appeared to be no strategraphic integrity. There
were few finds, and ceramic fragments were
very small and worn. This stratum was
probably spoil from the bulldozer cutting a
path when the electrical pylon was installed.
Context 702 (US58): This stratum,
located under context 701 (US57) in both
squares consisted of greenish brown (Munsell
2.5Y4/4) clay soil. The consistency was loose
and damp, and there were only a few finds. In
square 78n/40e this stratum included large
sandstone and limestone rocks which might
have belonged to a wall, and smaller
(packing?) stones, but none were in situ.

If time allows, it may be worth
excavating the two unexcavated squares on the
east side of Trench 7, to explore the puzzling
possible foundations discovered this season.

Context 703 (US59): This stratum,
located under context 702 (US58) in both
squares consisted of damp, olive (Munsell
2.5Y5/4) clay. It was lighter and more
yellowish in colour and considerably more
compacted than context 702 (US58), with a
tendency to form clods, and including a few
blue schist chips. Except for the one enormous
limestone rock which lay across both squares,
there were no rocks. Almost no artefacts except
for a few prehistoric sherds were found.
Fig. 19: Trench 7
3.2.5 Finds and Samples
Umbro Greek Trench 7, N77 E40-N78 E40

As in the 2000-03 seasons, the large majority
of the finds were ceramic: fine ware and coarse
ware pottery sherds and tile As in previous
seasons, nothing is clearly Roman or
mediaeval. The bulk of the finds fit
comfortably into the fifth-fourth centuries BC.
All of the pottery fabrics found this year appear
to be local, but a few amphora fabrics remain
unidentified in origin. No moulded, impressed
or figured wares appeared. No animal bones or
shells were found this season.

N78 E40

N77 E40

Worked rock

N

Fig. 20: Trench 7, plan
Umbro Greek Trench 7, N77 E40 Profile West Wall

200

0

701

702

Most of the fine ware black glazed
sherds are from cups and bowls. Skyphoi,
kotylai and ‘Ionic cups’ remain the most
common types of cups. Though some are
banded, there is no black or red figured
pottery. There is also a range of semi-coarse
cooking ware, and sherds in this fabric
regularly show signs of burning. In 2003 some
of the local amphora and coarse ware fabrics
were tentatively identified by Marsha Robbins

Umbro Greek Trench 7, N78 E40 Profile South Wall

100

0

701

702

703
Bedrock

Rock

Fig. 21: Trench 7, profiles
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(who also works on the Metaponto project) as
appearing at Metaponto, and the analysis of
samples taken from these wares is still in
progress at the University of Southampton. A
number of sherds from pithos and large mortars
or basins have been discovered in Trench 2 in
association with the secondary occupation of
the site (figs. 22, 23). Although they may have
also been used in the earlier period of
occupation, their present position suggests
use/re-use in the later phase. The overall
assemblage would suggest some kind of
domestic occupation, though its exact character
is not entirely clear, agricultural exploitation of
the surrounding landscape appears the most
likely motive for habitation of the site.

a sanctuary, although the quality and quantity
of the ceramic finds suggest that the inhabitants
were relatively well off. The rural sanctuaries
of this period in Calabria which have been
studied generally have at least some figured
pottery and figurines (Genovese 1999), which
are absent from the Umbro Greek Site. This
house now appears to be more like the Dema
House (Jones et al 1962) than the Vari House
(Jones et al. 1973) in terms of its area and the
quantity and quality of its material remains.
Like the Dema House, was it simply a ‘holiday
home’? Or, like the Vari House, did it serve
other functions (agricultural, way station, etc.)
as well? The Umbro plateau has natural springs
and good agricultural potential, making it an
attractive location for an agricultural residence.
However, the questions of why such a house
was located at Umbro and its relationship, if
any, to larger communities in the region and to
inland areas to the north, remain open,. The
exploration of substantial classical remains
inland at San Salvatore on the Campi di Bova
may support the hypothesis that sites like the
Umbro Greek Site were important for
connections between the coast and the
hinterland.
During the 2004 season we removed
the levels of wall collapse in building in
Trench 2 and discovered a previously unknown
phase of secondary occupation of the site,
possibly for keeping animals. By the end of the
season we had revealed most of the collapsed
roof of the structure, probably just above the
levels of primary occupation. The top priority
for work in the 2004 season will be to
complete the area excavation in Trench 2 with
the aim of understanding the primary
occupation of the building and any surviving
spatial differentiation within the structure. Such
investigation
should
provide
further
information as to the function of the structure,
the activities carried out by its inhabitants, and
any changes in these activities over time. In
conjunction with this work it may be important
to expand Trench 4 to the north and/or west see
if a corner survives. This will help to clarify
the relationship of the walls in Trench 2 to
those in Trench 4. It may also be possible, if
time allows, to excavate the remaining squares
of Trench 7 (78n/39e, 77n/39e) to explore the
tentative remains of structural foundations in
this area of the site.

Fig. 22: mortar, Tr. 2

Fig. 23: Tr. 2, large coarseware vessel
Samples for phosphate analysis were
taken from Trench 2, contexts 226, 231, 232,
233 (US46, 51, 52, 53), to test the hypothesis
that the secondary phase of occupation might
have been largely as a building for housing
animals.

The relationship of the possible
structure in Trench 6 and the abundant material
remains from Trench 3 to the structure in
Trenches 2 and 4 also remains an open
question. On the basis of the finds so far both

3.2.6 Conclusions and Future Research
It now seems most likely that the
structure discovered in Trench 2 and
(probably) Trench 4 is a rural house rather than
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the occupation of both parts of the site appear
to have been domestic in character and roughly
contemporary, though we cannot be certain that
they were occupied simultaneously. However,
more detailed analysis of the finds in an
eventual study season is essential to confirm
and/or fine-tune the chronological relationship
between the two sites, and to explore

differences and similarities in terms of use and
activities in greater detail. To explore the
possibility that there was a second structure on
the top of the hill it will be necessary to expand
Trench 6 to the south and west.
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Figure 24. Umbro Greek site plan
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Fig. 25: Umbro Greek, plan of secondary phase of occupation (walls 229/US49 and 230/US50)
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Fig. 26: Tr 2, plan showing collapsed rile roof (context 227, US47) and rock-cut drain (context 228,
US48)
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4. TEST EXCAVATIONS AT VAGHI (DAVID YOON)
slope above the upper terrace, to check
whether the surface material had come down
the hill from farther up.

4.1 Introduction
The site at Vaghi is located about 200
metres southwest of the Greek site at Umbro,
on a terraced slope overlooking the point
where the new (since 2001) paved road
diverges from the old paved road. The field
appears to be used only for grazing, except for
a few almond trees along the western and
southern edges. Along the upper (northern)
edge of the field are some slight remains of
modern construction, probably a house and a
terrace wall.

Each trench consisted of a single 1x1
meter
square.
Excavation
followed
stratigraphic distinctions, with each context
(stratum) divided additionally into 10centimeter arbitrary levels. Finds were bagged
by trench/square, context, and level.

4.2 Trench 1 (fig. 28)

This site was first identified by our
field survey in 2002, when we observed a small
but concentrated scatter of roof tile and
pottery. The surface assemblage included roof
tile and local coarsewares as well as imports
such as African amphora, African beige
plainware, and grooved Late Roman amphora
2. Overall, the assemblage appeared to be late
Roman and possibly early medieval in date.
Some of the finds were in unusually good
condition for surface materials in our survey,
such as a complete spike of a late African
amphora and an almost complete Roman cover
tile (imbrex), which were both found in roadgrading scree just below the site. The presence
of objects in such good condition was taken as
an indication of recent disturbance of relatively
intact deposits, suggesting that more intact
stratigraphy might still exist somewhere on the
site.

Trench 1 was placed at the western
edge of the artefact scatter, overlooking the
road cut where the most complete artefacts
were found, on the upper of the two terraces.
Three contexts were defined in this trench. The
east profile is shown in Figure ??.
Context 101 (US 1): surface layer
throughout square. This layer is a misture of
gray, dark gray, and brown colors and a
mixture of clay and clay loam textures. It
appears to be a disturbed mixture of topsoil
and clay substrate jumbled together. Mixed
modern and Roman artefacts.
Context 102 (US 2): dark gray to
gray-brown clayey soil with many sandstone
pieces. This layer is less mixed than 101 but
also appears to be a product of recent
disturbance, probably just a larger lens of the
dark color that also appears in 101. Mostly
Roman artefacts but also some modern roof
tile.

Therefore we decided to conduct test
excavations in order to learn whether this site
might be suitable for extensive excavations that
could provide information about the local
economy during the transition from late
antiquity to the early Middle Ages. The
excavation strategy was to place small trenches
in several different locations within the surface
artefact scatter, in places where it seemed
topographically possible for old soil formations
to have been buried and survived. The main
scatter of Roman artefacts occurred on two
terraces and the slope between them; thus, the
excavation effort was directed at this part of
the field.

Context 103 (US 3): light gray clay
substrate formed directly on bedrock. Probably
in situ, but naturally formed rather than
cultural. Only a few small artefacts, probably
Roman, and probably moved down into this
level from above by geological or biological
processes.
The sequence in Trench 1 is simple:
the light gray clay substrate formed on the
sandstone bedrock, like elsewhere around
Umbro. Whatever happened after this was
truncated at some point in the recent past, when
any later soil was removed, either by erosion or
by human action, and a thin layer of disturbed
soil – a mixture of lenses and chunks of darker
soil with lighter clay substrate was deposited
on this location.

We excavated at Vaghi for five days,
from 20 July to 24 July, and opened a total of
four trenches (fig 27). Two of these trenches
(Trench 1 and Trench 2) were placed on the
upper of the two terraces, one trench (Trench
3) was placed on the lower of the two terraces,
and one trench (Trench 4) was placed on the
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clay, or it became mixed with topsoil at some
point, resulting in context 203. Finally, a recent
topsoil formed or accumulated here (context
201). It is likely that the exposure and cracking
of context 204 happened before the modern
occupation of this location, since no modern
artefacts were present except in the surface
layer (context 201).

4.3 Trench 2 (fig. 28)
Trench 2 was placed just above the
densest concentration of artefacts on the
surface, on the possibility that they had eroded
from immediately above. Because the densest
concentration is on a steep slope between
terraces, Trench 2 is close to the edge of the
upper of the two terraces with the main artefact
scatter. The north profile is shown in Figure ??.

4.4 Trench 3 (fig. 28)

Context 201 (US 4): surface layer
throughout square. This appears to be topsoil
that is mostly no more than 20 cm thick but
extends much deeper in a pocket along the
southern edge of the trench in a probably
animal burrow. Mixed Roman and modern
artefacts.

Trench 3 was situated on the terrace
below Trenches 1 and 2, in the lower part of
the main artefact scatter, in order to investigate
whether the lower portion of the artefact scatter
represents slopewash or subsurface deposits.
The east profile is shown in Figure ??.

Context 202 (US 5): irregular-shaped
deposit of crumbly dark brown soil along the
eastern edge of the trench. This context
appears to be mixed soil that has filtered into
large, deep cracks that formed in the clay
substrate, at some time when that was exposed
at the surface. The identifiable artefacts are all
of Roman date.

Context 301 (US 8): surface layer
throughout square. This appears to be recent
slopewash, with quite recent items (late
twentieth century) found up to 30 cm below the
surface. Mixed Roman and modern artefacts.
Context 302 (US 9): brown clayey soil
throughout
square.
This
layer
was
differentiated from context 301 by a denser,
more clayey texture and a slightly yellower
color. This layer is 30 to 40 cm thick and rests
directly on bedrock throughout the square. It is
probably a natural accumulation, possibly an
earlier slopewash deposit. The artefacts are
probably all of Roman date except for one
prehistoric sherd and one fragment of modern
cooking ware; it is possible that the modern
sherd entered the layer by natural disturbance
from the accumulation of modern detritus in
the surface layer, or it is possible that this layer
formed near the beginning of the modern
occupation of this site.

Context 203 (US 6): layer of grayish
brown clayey soil, about 15 cm thick. This
seems to be a transitional zone between the
topsoil 201 and the substrate 204, into which it
grades without a clear break. Few identifiable
artefacts, all Roman.
Context 204 (US 7): light grayish clay
substrate. By 50 cm below surface, this layer
existed over the entire area of the trench, and
continued downward until it was found to be
devoid of artefacts at 70 cm below surface. All
artefacts found within this context were along
the eastern side of the square, where large
cracks in the clay had been visible higher up; it
is likely that these artefacts filtered downward
into the cracks rather than being deposited as
part of this layer originally. Only two
identifiable potsherds were found in this layer:
one is Roman, the other is probably either
prehistoric fineware or medieval.

Trench 3 is a very simple sequence:
bedrock, then one depositional episode that is
of Roman or later date (quite possibly
modern), followed by another depositional
episode of very recent slopewash.

Trench 2 is slightly more complicated
than Trench 1, but primarily reflects natural
processes. The light gray clay (context 204) is
presumably the same substrate as found in
Trench 1, although here it was not excavated
down to bedrock. At some point this was
exposed at the surface; alternating wet-dry
conditions resulted in deep cracking, and one
of the cracks ran along the eastern side of the
trench, resulting in the formation of context
202. In the remainder of the square, either
topsoil formation began in the upper part of the

4.5 Trench 4
As it became clear from the first three
trenches that none of them contained intact
Roman deposits, one hypothesis to be
considered was that the entire surface scatter
had come down from higher up the hillside.
Inspection of the slopes above the site revealed
no evidence of any Roman materials to support
this, however, with the exception of a few
fragments located on the lowest few metres of
the slope above the terrace where Trenches 1
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and 2 were located, and these few fragments
were all toward the western end overlooking
Trench 1. Therefore we placed a fourth trench
in this part of the slope, both to check whether
artefacts were eroding down from this location
and to find out whether the slopewash coming
from above contained artefacts. Because this
was the last trench to be started, it could not be
completed in the limited time available.

The sequence exposed in this trench
appears to go from an old topsoil of unknown
date, to slopewash of unknown date, followed
by another episode of slopewash associated
with modern road construction. It is somewhat
inconclusive in regard to the possibility that
Roman-period deposits could exist on this part
of the hillside under context 403, but if so it
could only be small pockets at most due to the
slope of the hill. The evidence of this trench
does, however, argue strongly against the
hypothesis that the entire surface assemblage
washed down from higher up, because the
slopewash in this trench contained no Roman
artefacts at all.

Context 401 (US 10): surface layer
throughout square. Because the trench was
located on a steep slope, after all of the square
had been excavated down to 60 cm below
surface at the highest corner, not all of the
surface layer had yet been excavated. In fact,
the top of the surface in the lowest corner was
72 cm below the highest corner of the square,
at a horizontal distance of 1.4 metres. This
surface layer contains very abundant schist
gravel, which is not immediately local (the
rock outcrops above and around are all
calcarenite sandstone). This schist gravel is
probably associated with the construction of
the road that runs along the hillside several
metres above this trench (the old paved road
between Bova Marina and Bova Superiore that
ran through Umbro, presumably built after
1954 since it does not appear on the IGM
1:10000 maps). No artefacts were found in this
layer except one or two chunks of recent
concrete and a shotgun shell in the loose scree
lying on the surface; these were not collected.

4.6 Summary
Despite the promising surface assemblage, it is
likely that this site has been entirely destroyed
by post-depostional processes: erosion in large
part, but also human activity. On our next-tolast day on site, a visitor stopped by the site
who informed us that the modern house of
which part of one edge survives belonged to
her cousins, and that there had in her childhood
been three houses close together there. She told
us that these houses had been removed with a
bulldozer due to an inheritance dispute. This
would explain the disturbance in Trench 1;
quite a lot of soil must have been moved
around when the houses were knocked down. It
is likely that the relatively complete artefacts
found below the site were in Roman-period
strata that had survived up to that time but were
then pushed over the edge of the terrace by the
bulldozer. However, it is clear from Trenches 2
and 3 that severe erosion must also have taken
place before the modern occupation.

Context 402 (US 11): layer of brown
mottled dirt with very abundant sandstone
chunks. This appears to be slopewash that
accumulated along this part of the hillside at
some date before the paving of the road above.
No artefacts were found in this context.
Context 403 (US 12): dark brown silty
soil. This layer was only exposed in the
northeastern corner of the trench, due to time
limitations. Only about 10 liters of it were
excavated. It is difficult to interpret without
having found what lies under it, but it may be
an old topsoil buried under later slopewash.
The date is unknown because no artefacts were
found.

This may at one time have been an
interesting example of a small Roman-period
rural site, but it is unlikely that any in situ
deposits have survived except for possible
small, isolated pockets in sheltered locations.
Therefore, it is not suitable for large-scale
excavation.
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Fig. 27: Vaghi, site plan
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Fig. 28: Vaghi, profiles
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5 POST-EXCAVATION ANALYSES OF PREHISTORIC FINDS (KOSTALENA MICHELAKI
AND JOHN ROBB)
(J. Robb).

5.1. Introduction and description of
post-excavation analyses carried out
The prehistoric excavations at Bova
Marina are presently inactive while we carry
out analysis of the excavated material. The
state of the post-excavation analysis was
described comprehensively in the 2003
Preliminary Report. Here we discuss our
activities in the 2004 field season and since.
The goal is to record our activities, and to
present a preliminary account of our
programme of ceramic technology analysis.
Before the 2004 field season, several
of our team carried out research upon our
collections in the Museo Archeologico
Nazionale di Reggio Calabria in May and June
2004:
•

Helen Farr re-checked, photographed
and drew obsidian specimens.

•

Kostalena Michelaki began the
ceramic analysis described below.

•

Allison Davis collected data on
decorative patterns of Stentinello
period bowl rims from Strata 4 and 5
at Penitenzeria.

•

The complete collection of ochre from
the prehistoric excavations was
catalogued (J. Robb and J. Elliott).

•

The pottery type series was drawn, as
was the corpus of polished stone
artefacts (J. Skinner and H. Forbes).

•

In the field, the following activities
took place:

•

Kostalena Michelaki continued to
collect clay samples from geological
sources of clay for comparative
analysis; some of these were used to
manufacture experimental pottery (see
below).

•

A number of prehistoric sites were
revisited and re-inspected for dating
evidence (J. Robb). We also made
informal visits to a number of other
sites in the area, accompanied by local
archaeologist E. Praticò.

•

Trench 1 at Umbro was backfilled to
protect the remaining archaeological
deposits and to prevent injury to
animals; the excavations had been
inactive for several years but the
trench still remained open. During this
process, we collected two bags of
artefacts
which
came
from
archaeological sediments which had
collapsed over the preceding winter
and from the surface around the
trench. These were logged and added
to the site collections in the normal
manner (J. Robb).

•

Dr. Gianna Ayala from the University
of Sheffield and Dr. Eduard Reinhard
from McMaster University visited the
project in order to conduct
preliminary geolological assessment
of the area. This involved inspection
of terrain, exposed geological strata,
and marine environments, the latter
through several days of sub-aqua
diving by Dr. Reinhard accompanied
by Glenn Dunaway. The goal was to
evaluate the potential for future
geoarchaeological research in Bova
Marina, particularly as regards
geomorphology and the formation of
the
preserved
archaeological
landscape (Ayala) and the possible

During the July 2004 field season, the
following activities took place in the Museo
Archeologico Nazionale di Reggio Calabria:
•

Kostalena Michelaki continued the
museum analysis of pottery fabrics
described below.

•

John Robb collected typological
information
on
pottery
from
Penitenzeria and made up a potterytypology reference series.

•

The inventory of unidentifiable fauna
specimens was completed and the
faunal collections which had been
under study by Dr. Umberto Albarella
in Durham were returned and
integrated into the collections (J.
Robb).

•

Flotation samples which had been
under study by Dr. Marina Ciaraldi in
Birmingham were returned and
integrated into the collections (J.
Robb).

•

The complete ground and polished
stone collections were re-catalogued
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use of marine microfossil record in
reconstructing the evolution of the
coastline and the depositional regime
of waterborne erosional sediments
(Reinhard).
•

studies. In this report we shall present the
general framework of the ceramic research and
describe our activities during the summer of
2004.

Dr. Hamish Forbes from the
University of Nottingham visited the
project briefly. Aside from offering
invaluable help and guidance in the
experimental pottery-making (see
below),
he
was
conducting
preliminary assessment for a potential
research project focusing upon
traditional land use and agriculture in
the historic period.

•

Dr. Jon Prag (University of Leicester)
visited the project, conducting several
days of review of inscriptions in the
Museo Nazionale as well as assisting
in the fieldwork.

•

We collected geological ochre
samples from a number of outcrops in
the territory of Bova Marina and Bova
Superiore for comparative analysis
with the archaeological samples (see
below) (J. Elliott).

5.2.1. General framework of technological
analysis
The overall goal of the ceramic
research is to explore the ‘logic’ according to
which prehistoric potters in SW Calabria made
and used pots. Our approach is unusual in the
context of Italian prehistoric ceramic studies.
Typically, researchers focus on the ceramic
objects themselves and in particular on their
shape and decoration. Their goal is to create
chronologies or to assign ceramics to particular
archaeological cultures. In some cases, they
also focus on the raw materials of the pots (the
clay and non-plastic inclusions) in an attempt
to understand whether vessels were made
locally or whether they had participated in
long-distance exchange. In contrast, we see
ceramic objects as the outcome of a long
process, with many stages that require
decision-making at every step. Since
individuals learn the craft of potting in their
community, in a given social context, with a
particular tradition, we expect that the factors
that affect the decisions made throughout the
productive process are at the same time natural,
social, and traditional.

At the end of the field season, we
exported on loan for study a group of pottery
samples and a group of ochre samples; both are
housed at McMaster University under the
responsibility of Dr. K. Michelaki. These
projects are further described below.

The locally available raw materials
(clays, non-plastic inclusions, water and fuel)
affect the process of making pots to a great
degree. Not all clays have the same properties.
Some are more plastic than others, or shrink
more when they dry, or melt at a lower
temperature when fired. Potters are aware of
these properties and often take them into
consideration when they choose their raw
materials. These mechanical properties can
affect the methods the potters choose to build
their pots, or to fire them. In turn, the methods
potters use to shape, finish and fire their pots
affect the functional characteristics of the
finished vessel. For example, if the clay shrinks
a lot, a large quantity of temper may be
required to stop the vessel from cracking
during drying, which may make the burnishing
of the vessel surface difficult, which in turn can
leave the surfaces very permeable and make
the vessel not ideal for the storage of liquids.

5.2. The ceramic technology analysis
(K. Michelaki)
The examination and analysis of
ceramics from the prehistoric excavations of
the Bova Marina Archaeological Project has
been systematic and ongoing since 1998, when
the excavations began. Every year a wide range
of attributes of each sherd excavated were
recorded, by a number of researchers. Ceramic
processors over the years included Kostalena
Michelaki, Starr Farr, Jayne Watts, Helen
Forbes, Anne Forbes, and Bryan Burns. Our
data collection protocol is described in
Appendix 1.
As described in the 2003 Preliminary
Report, basic inventorying of all pottery
excavated at Umbro (Neolithic and Bronze
Age sites), Limaca, San Pasquale, and
Penitenzeria has been completed. All the
ceramic material has been catalogued and we
have initiated a number of more detailed

Thus, there are mechanical and
functional constraints related to the raw
materials available to potters, which they have
to take into consideration. However, there is
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always more than one solution to these
constraints. There is more than one strategy to
turn an excessively plastic clay into a stiffer
clay; more than one strategy of making a vessel
watertight. The particular strategy that an
individual or a group adopts has often more to
do with the social context within which they
learned how to make pots, and with the preexisting traditions of that group, than with
mechanical and functional constraints.

University for laboratory analyses.

In order to explore the effects of the
environmental, mechanical and functional
factors, of the social context, and of the
cultural tradition in the decisions of the potters
who inhabited the sites we excavated on the
Umbro Plateau, we have designed a diverse
and integrated approach. Our approach
includes a raw materials survey, experimental
archaeology projects, and laboratory analyses
of experimental and archaeological ceramics.

Fig. 29 Kostalena Michelaki and Jim Elliott
collecting clays.

At McMaster K. Michelaki, with the
aid of Eric Siu, has started creating test tiles
(briquettes) from these raw materials. We let
about 600 g of the different kinds of clay and
clayey materials soak in 600 ml of de-ionized
water, in glass beakers. When the material has
dissolved completely and the water evaporated
we make 5 test tiles from each different kind of
clay. We use one tile to measure how much
each clay shrinks. We keep one tile in its dried
state as a record of the natural colour and
texture of the clay and we fire the other three
tiles. We fire one tile in 6000C, one in 9000C
and one in 11000C. In ceramic materials these
temperatures cover the range during which the
most important mineralogical and chemical
changes take place. In this way we can observe
how the fired colour of the clay develops and
how its texture changes (characteristics that
would have been apparent and important to
ancient potters as well, and not just to modern
archaeometrists). Finally, we will use samples
from these test tiles to undertake petrographic,
X-Ray Diffraction and X-Ray Fluorescence
analyses in order to characterize the locally
available clays mineralogically and chemically.

5.2.2. Raw Materials Survey: What is the
range of variability in locally available
materials?
The goal of this survey is not to
pinpoint specific sources of clays that the
ancient potters had used, but rather to examine
the variability of available raw materials. Dean
Arnold (1985: 39-44, fig. 2.1), having
considered 110 ethnographic cases of pottery
making, suggested that potters often collect
their raw materials in a range of less than 1km
around their village. In 85% of his
ethnographic cases potters did not travel
beyond a range of 7 km. Observing the
geological map of the region it becomes
obvious that within 2 km of Umbro one can
find all the different kinds of clays that exist in
the wider region. Thus, our collection has
started systematically from the Umbro Plateau
outwards, being fine-grained in the first 2 km
and more selective in the range between 2 and
7 km. We base our search on the information
gained from the geological map, our
macroscopic and petrographic analyses of our
ceramics and on consultations with local
owners of brick factories.

In this way, we will a) explore the
variability of locally available raw materials,
and b) build a comparative collection of
materials of known composition and
provenience that will help us in the
interpretation of petrographic and scanning
electron
microscopy
observations
of
archaeological ceramics.

For a week during the summer of
2004 Kostalena Michelaki, Hamish Forbes, Ed
Reinhardt, and Jim Elliott collected a total of
47 samples of clays, clayey soils, other
sediments, as well as rocks and minerals that
could have been used in the making of
ceramics. (fig. 29 and see appendix 5.3).
Samples of approximately 5 kg each were
collected in plastic bags and sent to McMaster

5.2.3.
Experimental Archaeology: Which
choices would be mechanically / functionally
‘ideal’?
As mentioned above, through the
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creation of test tiles and the undertaking of a
number of simple laboratory analyses we can
evaluate in a very controlled environment a
number of important properties of the locally
available raw materials. However, creating test
tiles and real vessels is not the same thing. The
curves, angles and variable thickness of real
vessels affect the rate of drying (and thus
shrinkage), or the speed with which heat travels
through the ceramic material. Furthermore, the
firing conditions of prehistoric ceramics are not
comparable exactly to controlled kiln firings
under consistent oxidizing conditions. It is very
important, thus, to undertake replication
projects in the field in order to better
understand the mechanical and functional
characteristics of the local raw materials in
action. The goal is to develop a framework of
expectations of what choices would be ‘ideal’
and ‘logical’ if ceramic manufacture was
governed only by natural, mechanical and
functional factors.

Fig. 31. Kneading the clay

As this particular clay seemed stiff
and not too plastic, we supplemented it with
clay collected from the clay heap of the brick
factory of the Carmelo Zappalà family, which
seemed finer and more plastic. Over the next
few days we built a number of vessels in a
variety of shapes and sizes, using primarily
coils, but also the pinching technique and
combinations of the two.

During the summer of 2004 we
collected clay from the west side of the main
paved road that goes up to the sites of Umbro
and Penitenzeria, at the North of the Gesu
Maria valley (the same spot as our Raw
Material Sample #12). First, Kostalena
Michelaki, Starr Farr, Ann Forbes, Lin Foxhall,
David Yoon, and Heather Adams spent a
considerable amount of time breaking down
the dried pieces of clay into a fine powder (fig.
30).

Fig. 32. Scraping excess clay off of the vessel
walls

Pots were kept in shaded locations
indoors to protect them from drying too fast
and, as their drying was progressing, we
scraped the excess clay off, smoothed them and
burnished them (fig. 32). We used primarily
wooden and metal tools that modern potters
use when they hand-build vessels. We used
pebbles for burnishing (fig. 33).

Fig. 30. Starr Farr pulverizing the dry clay

Then, we mixed clay with water and
kneaded the mixture for a long time, until it
stopped sticking to our hands and the surface
on which we were working (fig. 31).
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In the evening, when the wind had
died down, we started a small fire and laid the
vessels around it to ensure all the moisture had
been driven out and they would not explode
when the firing began (figs. 36, 37).

Fig. 33. Burnishing the vessel surface

A week later we fired all our vessels
in a big bonfire at the beach in front of our
apartments. For fuel, we used an entire carload
of dried cow dung and tree branches collected
around Umbro that morning (fig. 34). Before
the firing, vessels were set outdoors in partial
sun to complete their drying (fig. 35).

Fig. 36. Vessels drying around the fire

For half an hour we turned the vessels
around and upside down to pre-heat them
evenly. Then we built a larger fire around
them. For a group of about 20-30 small vessels
total, the fire was approximately a meter in
diameter and a meter high; in an hour, it used
approximately a cubic meter of dried cow dung
and wood fuel.

Fig. 34. Fuel collected for the pot firing

Fig. 37. Detail of vessels drying by the fire

We let the fire burn for a full hour,
and stopped adding fuel at about 15 minutes
before the end of the fire. We removed the
vessels while they were still extremely hot, the
moment the fire died down. Although
frequently pots are left in the fire to cool
gradually, because it was already late and we
wanted to put out the fire completely and cool
the sand with buckets of water for reasons of
safety on a frequented beach, we decided to
risk the dangers of exposing them to cooler air.
In the event, perhaps because of the warm

Fig. 35. Finished vessels drying in the sun
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outside temperature and lack of wind, none of
them were damaged by thermal shock.of rapid
cooling.
Our firing was very successful, for the
first time since 2000, when we started
experimenting with local raw materials (figs.
38, 39). All of the pots survived and emerged
well-fired, except for one milk jug, which had
been left unfinished after it was first shaped.
Even experienced potters expect some loss rate
in open air firings, so this was quite a good
result.

Fig. 39. Detail of the fired vessels

Interestingly enough, we also
discovered that our pots smelled like rotten
eggs when we tried to drink water from them.
Upon a more careful examination of the
roadcut clay source we discovered small
yellow nodules of sulphur throughout the
source (fig. 40). This discovery further assured
us for the validity of undertaking experimental
archaeology projects in addition to the creation
of laboratory test-tiles. Nowhere in the ceramic
literature have we found any discussion of the
fact that ancient potters may have selected or
avoided particular clay sources because of their
distinctive smell or taste!

Fig. 38. The fired vessels

We concluded that a number of
factors were important in this year’s success:
1.

the attention we paid in the
preparation of raw materials resulted
in a more even textured paste,

2.

the attention we paid in scraping the
excess clay off and thinning the vessel
walls resulted in fewer thickness
differences and thus better heat
transfer, and

3.

the time we devoted in drying our pots
guaranteed that no moisture was left
in the walls to cause problems.
Fig. 40. Yellow sulphur nodule in the clay
source

Unfortunately, we did not have
thermocouples
or
oxygen
pressure
measurement devices and thus we do not know
exactly what temperatures and atmospheres
predominated throughout the firing. We know,
however, that we achieved high enough
temperatures to transform indeed the clay
minerals into the artificial stone that pottery is
– which means raising the temperature to
above ca. 600 degrees centigrade. The day
after our firing we added water to our pots and
with delight discovered that they did not
dissolve!

In the future, we shall undertake more
such projects using different clays and creating
vessels of shapes and sizes similar to those
found in our archaeological contexts,
implementing different finishing methods and
experimenting with different kinds of fuel, as
well as with smudging.
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5.2.4. Laboratory analyses: What choices did
the ancient potters actually make?

analysis such as X-Ray Fluorescence is vital in
our understanding of ceramic variability.

Through the raw materials survey and
the experimental archaeology we are exploring
the local raw materials and their mechanical
and functional properties. In order to
understand how ceramics were actually made
within each site, in each time period, we have
adopted the concept of the operational
sequence. We are examining each stage of
production utilizing a number of different
methods, paying particular attention to: 1)
choices
that
are
bad
from
a
mechanical/functional point of view, 2) choices
that are less ‘ideal’ than others that would have
been equally accessible and yet were ignored,
and 3) technological variants (i.e. multiple
ways of achieving the same results).

During the summer of 2004 Kostalena
Michelaki examined the material from the
secure Neolithic layers of Penitenzeria
(Trenches 2, 3 and 4; Context 4) using a
stereoscopic microscope, and distinguished the
following groups:

Table 2. Categories of pottery fabric in the
Penitenzeria Neolithic assemblage (see
Appendices 2, 4, and 5 for illustration and
further details)

Shell: Coarse
Schist: Coarse

Raw
material
selection
and
preparation: To understand what raw materials
ancient potters living on the Umbro Plateau
had actually used and how they had prepared
their recipes Kostalena Michelaki will first
undertake a basic microscopic analysis, under a
stereoscopic microscope, of the non-plastic
inclusions that can be seen in a fresh break of a
sherd. She shall examine the whole assemblage
in this way and develop basic fabric groups.
Out of these fabric groups she shall then select
a
sample
for
petrographic
analysis.
Petrography can identify in the clay body
different kinds of minerals, their abundances
and association, particle orientation, void size,
shapes and location, surface treatments and
alterations due to firing or post-depositional
factors. It is also ideal for the examination of
granulometry, i.e. size, sorting, shape and
percentage of inclusions of different kinds in
the clay fabric. As a result, this method allows
us to see how potters selected and prepared
their raw materials.

Buff with Shell: Fine / Medium / Coarse
Buff without Shell: Fine / Medium / Coarse
Soapy with Shell: Fine
Soapy without Shell: Fine
Soapy with Calcite: Fine
Gritty with Schist: Fine / Medium / Coarse /
Very Coarse
Gritty without Schist: Fine / Medium / Coarse /
Very Coarse

Out of these categories we selected a
sample of 86 sherds that are currently at
McMaster University for petrographic, XRD
and XRF analyses. XRD will take place at the
Brockhouse Institute for Materials Research at
McMaster University. Samples for XRF
analysis will be sent to Dr. Charlie Wu, at the
Analytical Geochemistry Laboratory of
Western Ontario University and be analyzed
according to the protocols of the Laboratory.
Michelaki has applied for a research grant to
acquire a petrographic microscope at her
laboratory
at
McMaster,
where
the
petrographic analysis will also be undertaken.
In the future the same kind of procedure will be
repeated for the secure Neolithic and Bronze
Age contexts of Umbro Neolithic and Bronze
Age, Limaca and Penitenzeria.

Such results can be complemented by
another kind of mineralogical analysis: X-Ray
Diffraction. XRD is the only method that is
capable of examining the actual clay minerals
themselves, in the case of low-fired ceramics.
In our prehistoric assemblage a large number
of sherds have a powdery texture and fall apart
very easily. This suggests really low firing
temperatures. In those cases XRD could add
important information about the kinds of clays
the ancient potters seemed to prefer. In certain
cases however, an even finer detail may be
required to understand raw materials, describe
them and group them. Some of our ceramics
are really fine, without any visible inclusions
under magnification. In such cases a chemical

Vessel Formation, Surface Finish and
Decoration: We are investigating these stages
through macroscopic analysis of sherds and
experimental archaeology. The macroscopic
analysis of all the prehistoric ceramic
assemblages is to a large degree completed.
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between the Late Neolithic and the Bronze Age
periods. These are accompanied by social
changes (e.g. the abandonment of confined
regional Early/Middle Neolithic traditions and
the appearance of widely spread archaeological
cultures in the Late Neolithic). The extent to
which the ceramic visual changes represent real
disjuncture in the ceramic technological
tradition is unknown. Does the widespread
distribution of Diana pottery, for example,
suggest centralized production in regional
workshops, or could older localized traditions
be easily manipulated to produce a new
appearance?

However, carefully chosen samples from each
site and time period will be examined in
greater detail. For example, to investigate
whether multiple gestures and tools were used
to achieve the same visual results we will
examine closely the traces of scraping and
burnishing on the surfaces of sherds. These are
complemented by stylistic analyses of design
being undertaken by Allison Davis and John
Robb/.
Firing: It is well known that
conditions within the same firing, be it in the
open or in a kiln, can vary dramatically.
Especially bonfire firings are often considered
uncontrolled. However, the results of such
firings are often astonishingly consistent in
terms of characteristics that are influenced by
firing. For example, in Capo Alfiere in Eastern
Calabria Morter and Iceland (1995: 247)
observed that the early, fine Stentinello bowls
were consistently black. We are observing a
similar trend in our material. Such consistency
can hardly be the result of completely
uncontrolled conditions. To study the firing
method we have examined all our assemblages
macroscopically, coding variables such as the
surface and core colours, the existence of
multiple cores, star cracks, wasters etc. For the
study of the firing technology of Neolithic
ceramics from Umbro and Penitenzeria
Michelaki has been awarded a SSHRCResearch Development Initiative grant in
collaboration with Dr. Nicholson and Dr.
Wilkinson, from the Materials Science
Department of McMaster University. Their
method incorporates both experimental bonfire
firings and laboratory analyses, such as
Thermogravimetric and Differential Thermal
Analysis, Scanning Electron Microscopy and
Dilatometry, to investigate the temperature,
heating rate and atmosphere of prehistoric
firings.

By observing which aspects of the
ceramic tradition remain unaltered through
time we can gain an insight into attitudes and
ideas of the potters about their materials and
techniques that were deeply engrained and
non-negotiable; ways of doing things that for
them were not a true choice. We shall also
observe which choices seem to be more
ephemeral, influenced by fashion, personal
preference and skill, or an active negotiation of
identity. To calibrate our assessment of the
ways in which local ceramic tradition and
social context affected each other, we shall
contrast our prehistoric finds with material
from the Classical Greek site, which we will
analyze in the ways outlined above for the
prehistoric ceramics. The disruption in this
case seems more obvious. The assemblage
from Umbro Greek represents new and more
varied shapes and fabrics, the use of the wheel,
and kiln firings. Production occurs within the
context of Greek colonization of Southern
Italy. We expect everything about this ceramic
logic to be different. If, however, we find
continuities, then we will know that tradition
plays a fundamental role in technological
behaviour, even in the presence of significant
political disruptions, such as colonization.

Technological traditions. In order to
investigate the effects of traditional knowledge
on ceramic decision-making, we shall compare
the ceramic ‘logic’ of each time period with the
ones that followed it, examining what remained
the same and what changed through time. The
Classical Greek ceramic assemblages from the
BMAP excavations at Umbro Greek will serve
as an "out-group" comparison of a radically
different technique implemented in the same
setting.

5.3 Raw Materials Survey – the
Ochre Component
Part of the raw materials survey
during the summer of 2004 focused
specifically on ochre. Although in both our
prehistoric and classical excavations we have
retrieved remains of ochre, there is none
available within an easy walking distance from
the Umbro Plateau. As a matter of fact, the
BMAP field survey crew had consistently
encountered ochre in settings that were
especially hard to access. Since ochre is a
material known to be used often in symbolic

There are two major ‘disruptions’ in
the visual characteristics of SW Calabrian
prehistoric ceramics: 1) between the
Early/Middle and the Late Neolithic and 2)
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contexts, it became particularly intriguing for
BMAP to understand where the ochre that we
find in the excavations comes from, how it was
procured and prepared, and how it was used.

with the sample while the analysis is performed
and can, thus, provide us with more easily
interpretable results. We can analyze whole
areas of a sample, or focus on a specific
inclusion. The SEM is also a piece of
equipment that Jim can master easily within a
small amount of time, and its cost is not
prohibitive. Thus, we chose to use the SEMEDS as the best initial method to explore
whether we can assign samples from the same
source into the same group, and separate
samples from different sources into different
groups.

Jim Elliott, an Honours Anthropology
student at McMaster University, Canada, has
undertaken a research project that will attempt
to elucidate how the Umbro Plateau inhabitants
procured this material. For example, did they
go on specific trips to acquire ochre, from
special sources, or did they collect it
haphazardly, whenever they came upon it.
Could possible the collection of ochre correlate
with the procurement of other materials, such
as schist, for example, that was used as temper
in ceramic manufacturing? His project includes
a field component and an analytical
component.

Analysis is currently underway. The
analysis will begin with the geological samples
and if it proves promising it will continue to
include the archaeological samples as well.
Each geological sample collected will be
subjected to the analysis, while a number of
different samples from the same geological
sample will also be prepared to test whether we
can indeed tell with the SEM-EDS that they
come from the same sample.

At Bova Marina, with the aid of
geological maps and the field experience of
David Yoon, Jim identified several possible
ochre sources. He visited a number of them as
part of the raw materials survey, while we were
looking for clays. He also went on targeted
sampling expeditions with John Robb. Areas
visited included sources in the immediate
environs of Umbro, in the Amendolea river
valley, in the shale outcrops at the back of the
San Pasquale valley, in the Torrente Vena
valley, in road cuts along the Bova MarinaBova Superiore road east of town, and in the
environs of the municipal cemetery.
Jim brought to McMaster University a
total of 16 geological samples and a total of xx
archaeological samples of ochre from the
Neolithic levels of Umbro and Penitenzeria.
Ochre contains iron oxides, but its chemical
composition can be variable beyond that. A
material can actually contain very small
amounts of iron oxides and still be categorized
as an ochre and useful as a colorant. Even
within the same geological deposit, the
chemical composition of ochre may differ
considerably from one spot to the next. In
order to find out whether indeed this is a
material that we can source successfully, we
decided to use the chemical analysis
capabilities of the Scanning Electron
Microscope of the Brockhouse Institute for
Materials Research at the McMaster campus,
which is coupled with an Energy Dispersive
System.
Ochre is a material that has not
received a lot of attention in the archaeometric
literature and, thus, there is no set methodology
or protocol for its analysis. We chose the SEMEDS method because it allows visual contact
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APPENDIX 5.1: VARIABLES OBSERVED ON THE SHERDS FROM UMBRO (NEOLITHIC &
BRONZE AGE), LIMACA AND PENITENZERIA
Variables Measured
* Rim Diameter
* % of Rim Diameter Preserved
* Base Diameter
* % of Base Diameter
Preserved

Scale of Measurements

Tool Used

In cm / To the nearest cm

Rim diameter chart

In mm / To the nearest mm

Plastic vernier calipers

* Inclusions

Very Fine – Very Coarse

On fresh break, by 10x
magn. glass.
Combination of
amount and size of
inclusions

* Exterior Surface Colour
* Interior Surface Colour
* Exterior Surface Finish
* Interior Surface Finish

Colours ranging from Black to gray to dark
brown to light brown to red to orange to pink
to buff
Smoothed, Burnished, Roughened, Glazed,
Indeterminable

* Decoration

Yes / No / Indeterminable

* Type

Stentinello, Impressed, Diana, Serra D’Alto,
Rocker / Red Slip-Paint
Neolithic, Copper Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age,
Greek, Modern
* Position of handles on the body
* Kind of inclusions
* Presence and position of sooting or carbon
deposits
* Kind and position of decoration
* General condition of sherd
* Wear traces
* Building technique observations
(e.g. coil marks, thickness differences, slabs
etc.)
* Firing information (i.e. core and surface
colour differences)

* Rim Thickness
* Body Thickness
* Handle Thickness
* Base Thickness

* Period

* Comments
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APPENDIX 5. 2: FORM USED IN THE DETAILED EXAMINATION OF CERAMIC FABRICS
BMAP CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY
Site: Penitenzeria

Year: 2004
Rim

Preservation

Shape

Body

Sherd ID:

Base

Handle

Spout

Surface Condition: Good

Eroded

Spalled

Rim

Straight

Lip

Direction: Out
Up
Rounded
Flat

Base

Thickness (relative to rim):
Flat
Concave
Ring

Handle

Direction: 25-450
Strap
Tubular

Lug

Curved
In

Can’t tell

Thicker
Equal
Thinner
Ring w/ holes
Pedestal

40-650

70-900

Can’t tell

Lug
Amount:
Inclusions

Sorting: Good

Size (max):

mm

Shape: Angular
Kind:

Forming

Surface

Decoration

Firing

Coiled

Medium

Orientation: Clear

Subangular

Subrounded

Transparent
White
Shiny Silver
Shell
Schist
Slabed
Pinched

Medium
Rounded

Transp. Black
Chalky White
Shiny Golden
Green
Molded

Bad
Chance
Phyllo-like
Transp. Yellow
Shiny Black
6
Red
Burnt Plant

Wheel Made

Can’t tell

Coil width
mm
Exterior Finish: Roughened

Smoothed

Burnished

Slipped

Can’t tell

Interior Finish: Roughened

Smoothed

Burnished

Slipped

Can’t tell

Exterior Colour: Buff

Orange

Bright Orange

Dark Brown

Black

Interior Colour: Buff

Orange

Bright Orange

Dark Brown

Black

Impressed

Incised

Engraved

Pinched

Applique

Painted

All oxidized
All reduced
Reduced Exterior-Oxidized Interior
Oxidized Exterior-Reduced Interior
Oxidized Sandwich
Reduced Sandwich
Red. – Ox. – Red. – Ox.
Ox. - Red. - Ox. - Red.
Ox. – Red. – Ox. – Red. – Ox.
Red. – Ox. – Red. – Ox. – Red.
Ox. – Red. – Ox. – Red. – Ox. – Red.
Gray
Dark Brown
Yellow-Brown
Orange
Buff
Core: Black
Boundaries: Sharp

Diffused
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APPENDIX 5.3: EXAMPLE OF FORM USED IN THE RAW MATERIALS SURVEY
BMAP RAW MATERIAL SAMPLES
Date: 13/7/2004

Collector’s Name: K.M., J.E., H.F.

Location Name: Penitenzeria

Sample #: 1
GPS: 4202063 N – 33 581117 E

Material Sampled: Sandstone with pink streaks
Description of Location (surrounding natural and cultural features):
About 100 m above (North) from the pig-shed that is being built, right on the cliff below the Neolithic site of
Penitenzeria.

Description of Outcrop (Thickness, Form and Extent of Exposure; How exposed; Material overlying and
underlying; Is it weathered):
Tilted sandstone outcrop, about 35-400. Total height of outcrop about 6-7 m. Sample taken from about 4m from
the base of the outcrop and about 1.30 m above ground level. Overall colour is yellow, with distinct pink stripes.

Comments

Photo Taken: yes

no

Location put on map: yes

Amount Sampled:
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APPENDIX 5.4: SAMPLE SELECTED FROM THE NEOLITHIC LAYERS OF PENITENZERIA FOR
DETAILED PHYSICO-CHEMICAL ANALYSES
Fabric Group
LOTS OF SHELL (pic. 1)
LOTS OF SCHIST (pic. 2)

Sherd Number
1934/28 1831/12
2093/23 2086/3
2036/22
2035/24

NUMBER OF SAMPLES
4
2

BUFF WITH SHELL-FINE (pic.
3)

1961/13 2036/37
2140/18 1860/22
2166/24

5

BUFF WITH SHELL –
MEDIUM
(pic. 4)

2167/15+23
1895/18

4

BUFF WITH SHELL – COARSE
(pic. 5)

2050/7
2050/6
1881/9

BUFF WITHOUT SHELL –
FINE
(pic. 6)

2183/4
2119/21

BUFF WITHOUT SHELL –
MEDIUM
(pic. 7)

1894/13 1895/26
2035/6
2164/4

4

BUFF WITHOUT SHELL –
COARSE
(pic. 8)
SOAPY WITH SHELL
(pic. 9)

2030/14
2143/3

3

2022/17 2092/2+3
1860/4+5
1885/4
1642/5

5

SOAPY WITHOUT SHELL
(pic. 10)

1831/1
2131/7
2051/9

2092/7
2031/36

5

SOAPY WITH TINY CALCITE
(pic. 11)

2126/1
1642/8
1642/10

2144/17
1837/7

5

1694/4
1879/10
1882/10 2094/12
2038/26

5

GRITTY COARSE (pic. 13)

2119/7+8+9+10 1895/9+10
2098/11+41
2160/26+27
2119/1+2+3
2138/1+2+3
2136/1+2

7

GRITTY – MEDIUM (pic. 14)

1959/11 2037/77
2098/8
1831/15
2101/1

5

GRITTY – VERY COARSE
(pic. 12)

2036/11
2100/5

1943/18
1913/9

2050/26

1840/14
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GRITTY – FINE (pic. 15)

2037/8
2118/5
2140/4
2159/19
2078/24 1895/12
1831/3+4

7

GRITTY – FINE WITH TINY
CALCITE (pic. 16)

2093/10 2158/13+14+15
1960/5
1693/1
2114/2
1860/1

6

GRITTY – MEDIUM WITH
GRAVEL
(pic. 17)

2089/7
1858/1
1694/25

5

GRITTY WITH SCHIST –
VERY COARSE (pic. 18)

2037/28 2095/23
2158/21+22
2100/3
2142/1
2134/2
2064/29

7

GRITTY WITH SCHIST –
COARSE
(pic. 19)

2117/7
1858/5
1937/13+14
2166/7

7

GRITTY WITH SCHIST –
MEDIUM
(pic. 20)

1943/16 2051/59
2161/2
2131/37

4

GRITTY WITH SCHIST – FINE
(pic. 21)

2037/50+51
1935/8
2131/11 2021/1
2131/38

5

2048/8
1909/48
2036/4
1858/13
1955/20 2038/68+69

6

GRITTY WITH SCHIST –
FINE WITH GRAVEL (pic. 22)

2047/3
1931/16+17

2087/4
2139/2+3
2063/1
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APPENDIX 5.5: PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE PENITENZERIA SHERDS SELECTED DURING THE
SUMMER OF 2004 FOR DETAILED PHYSICO-CHEMICAL ANALYSES

Pic. 4

Buff – With shell – Medium

Pic. 2`Schist

Pic. 5

Buff – With shell – Coarse

Pic. 3

Pic. 6

Buff – Without shell – Fine

Pic. 1

Shell

Buff – With Shell – Fine
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Pic. 7

Buff – Without shell – Medium

Pic. 11 Soapy with Tiny Calcite

Pic. 8

Buff – Without shell – Coarse

Pic. 12 Gritty – Very Coarse

Pic. 9

Soapy – With Shell

Pic. 13 Gritty – Coarse

Pic. 10 Soapy – Without shell

Pic. 14 Gritty – Medium
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Pic. 15 Gritty – Fine

Pic. 19 Gritty with schist – Coarse

Pic. 16 Gritty – Fine with tiny calcite

Pic. 20 Gritty with Schist - Medium

Pic. 17 Gritty – Medium – With Gravel

Pic. 21 Gritty with Schist - Fine

Pic. 18 Gritty with Schist – Very Coarse

Pic. 22 Gritty with schist – Fine with gravel
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